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AGENDA
PART 1:

1

ITEMS LIKELY TO BE CONSIDERED IN THE PRESENCE OF THE PRESS
AND PUBLIC

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

To receive any apologies for absence.
2

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS

Members are invited to disclose any disclosable pecuniary interest they have in any item
on the agenda which comprises:1

Details of any employment, office, trade, profession or vocation carried on for
profit or gain.

2

Details of any payment or provision of any other financial benefit (other than from
the authority) made or provided within the relevant period in respect of any
expenses incurred by you in carrying out duties as a member, or towards your
election expenses. (This includes any payment or financial benefit from a trade
union within the meaning of the Trade Union and Labour Relations
(Consolidation) Act 1992.

3

Details of any contract which is made between you (or a body in which you have
a beneficial interest) and the authority
(a)

Under which goods or services are to be provided or works are to be
executed; and

(b)

Which has not been fully discharged.

4

Details of any beneficial interest in land which is within the area of the authority.

5

Details of any licence (alone or jointly with others) to occupy land in the area of
the authority for a month or longer.

6

Details of any tenancy where (to your knowledge)

7

(a)

The landlord is the authority; and

(b)

The tenant is a body in which you have a beneficial
interest.

Details of any beneficial interest in securities of a body where
(a)

That body (to your knowledge) has a place of business or land in the
area of the authority; and

(b)

Either –
(i)

The total nominal value of the securities exceeds £25,000 or one
hundredth of the total issued share capital of that body; or

(ii)

If that share capital of that body is of more than one class, the total
nominal value of the shares of any one class in which the relevant
person has a beneficial interest exceeds one hundredth of the total
issued share capital of that class.
In addition, you must also disclose other non-pecuniary interests set out in the Code of
Conduct where these have not already been registered.
Note
A “disclosable pecuniary interest” is an interest of a councillor or their partner
(which means spouse or civil partner, a person with whom they are living as
husband or wife, or a person with whom they are living as if they are civil
partners).
3

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC

To consider whether the press and public should be excluded from the meeting during
consideration of any item on the agenda.
4

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

There were no petitions, statements or questions received at the time of publication.
5

MINUTES

To confirm the minutes of the last meeting held on 9 November 2020.
(Pages 7 - 20)
6

APPOINTMENTS TO WORKING GROUP AND OUTSIDE BODIES

To consider a report from the Executive Director – Corporate, Customer and Community
Services.
(Pages 21 - 24)
7

ALLERDALE HIGHWAYS WORKING GROUP - 9 DECEMBER 2020

To consider a report from the Executive Director – Economy and Infrastructure.
(Pages 25 - 68)

8

AREA MANAGERS UPDATE

To consider a report from the Executive Director - Corporate, Customer and Community
Services.
(Pages 69 - 84)
9

ACTIONS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS

[Electoral Divisions – All Allerdale ]
To consider a report by the Area Support Manager (copy enclosed).
This report updates the Committees on actions arising from previous meetings.
(Pages 85 - 86)
10

CHAMPION UPDATES

To receive updates from Allerdale’s Local Committee Champions
11

VERBAL REPORTS FROM MEMBERS SERVING ON OUTSIDE BODIES

Members representing Allerdale Local Committee are invited to report back verbally on
recent meetings they may have attended.
12

DATE & TIME OF NEXT MEETING

The next meeting will be held on 5 March 2021 at 10am, the venue is still to be
confirmed.
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Agenda Item 5
COUNTY COUNCIL LOCAL COMMITTEE FOR ALLERDALE
Minutes of a Meeting of the County Council Local Committee for Allerdale held on
Monday, 9 November 2020 at 10.00 am via Microsoft Teams.
PRESENT:
Mr AJ Markley (Chair)
Mr AL Barry (Vice-Chair)
Mr A Bowness
Mrs RC Hanson
Mr MA Johnson
Lord R Liddle
Mr J Lister

Mr KA Little
Mr T Lywood
Ms C McCarron-Holmes
Mrs M Rae
Mr S Stoddart
Mrs C Tibble

Also in Attendance:Ms V Ayre
Mrs S Davis-Johnston
Mr D Hamilton
Ms A Jones
Mr M Reeves
Ms L Shaw
Ms A Sykes
Ms L Thorburn

-

Public Health Locality Manager (Allerdale)
Traffic Management Team Leader (West)
Democratic Services Officer
Executive Director - Economy and Infrastructure
Traffic Management Officer
Area Manager - Allerdale
Highways Network Manager
Community Services Manager

PART 1 – ITEMS CONSIDERED IN THE
PRESENCE OF THE PUBLIC AND PRESS

33

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

The Chair made a statement informing members of the passing of Councillor Joe
Holliday in which he said that Mr Holliday was a dedicated Councillor who
passionately served his ward, his district and his county and will be sadly missed.
A minutes silence then took place in memory of the late Councillor Joe Holliday.
Apologies were received from Mr A Kennon and Mr H Graham.
34

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS

7

Mr T Markley declared a non-pecuniary interest in relation to Agenda Item 10 as he
was a member of Silloth Town Council and this item would consider a funding
application to the Friends of Silloth Green gardening group.
35

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC

RESOLVED that,

36

the press and public be not excluded from the meeting during
consideration of any items of business.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

1) There were no public questions or petitions to be considered at this meeting.
2) A statement was read by Mr Stewart Grant which went as follows:-

I have lived in the village of Parsonby and on the B5301 since 1989, i.e. 31 years.
When we first moved in HGV’s from ‘Sealy Posturpedic’ and the Dairy used the road
regularly but there was very little other HGV usage apart from agricultural vehicles.
This traffic was largely accepted because the businesses were part of the local
community. Over the years however the amount of HGV activity has substantially
increased and lorries have become much bigger; 6 axle juggernauts are frequent as
are lorries pulling double trailers. Very little of this expansion of traffic has anything
to do with the local community; for example it is not uncommon for vehicles bearing
continental licence plates to pass through the village.
I wholeheartedly support the proposal to impose a weight restriction on the B5301
as quite simply it was not built to sustain the present level of activity. My fellow
residents at this meeting will be presenting a number of reasons to support the
proposal but I would like to draw the committee’s attention to the following points.
A CCC map regarding HGV routes in the county, which I believe was published in
2010, classifies roads as ‘preferred’ and ‘less suitable’. This classification applies to
both ‘A’ and ‘B’ roads. The section of the B5301 which runs from the A596 to the
A595 does not even appear on the map. Thus it would seem that the road being
discussed at this meeting is not only ‘less suitable’ but not even worthy of inclusion?
I assume this is because in several places it is really only a single track road e.g. the
bridge over the River Ellen at Arkleby Mill.
Further, I suspect it’s exclusion from the map is due to there being several ‘pinch
points’, e.g. the bridge crossing the railway line at Aspatria station, the corner at
Arkleby Hall Farm, at the North and South Ends of Parsonby Village and on the
corner of the hill at Parsonby Brow. It is difficult for lorries to pass one another at
these points and I believe one of my fellow residents has provided photographs
illustrating this.
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Further still, it is at many other points much narrower than the minimum
recommended width for industrial roads? I believe this to be 7.3 metres but outside
my home in the middle of Parsonby it is only 5 metres wide (I have checked with a
tape measure).
Of course because the road is inadequate it necessitates the use of verges,
pavements and curtilages by HGV’s with the attendant damage that causes.
I appreciate that companies are using this section of the B5301 as a ‘cut through’ for
commercial reasons. But if the intended destination of the HGV is Cockermouth the
distance saved from Aspatria is only six miles! If the intended destination is Keswick
the distance saved is 10 miles miles but only if the HGV is going to use the A591
which is classified as a ‘less suitable’ route. If Keswick was to be reached by
preferable routes then the distance saved is again six miles. (I’ve driven these
routes and confirmed them on AA route planner.) These commercial gains seem
minimal compared to the disruption and danger to the local community more of
which my fellow presenters will describe to you.

3) A statement was read by Mr Matt Hinde which went as follows:-

I would like to highlight particular problems that HGVs cause with regard to the
safety of local people. The village of Parsonby has a growing Primary School.
Families and the elderly live along the B5301 and the road is also a pick-up point for
school buses to Keswick and Wigton.
At the North end of the village, parents park along the roadside to walk children to
and from Plumbland school and pre-school and with HGV traffic a constant threat
this is an increasing problem to a growing school. Not only is there a physical
danger but the increased diesel emissions are putting our children at a greater risk
of illness.
The Legal Implications listed on Page 20 of the Public Reports Pack includes a
requirement at 7.3 (c) for the national air strategy to be taken into account by this
Committee when considering this Traffic Regulation Order. Can we please be
provided with a copy of the data that you are using today that will confirm you have
complied with this requirement.
Last week I spoke to an elderly couple who have lived in Parsonby village since
1956 and they clearly remember seeing only three short wheel-base 10 ton lorries
per day.
These days the HGV traffic starts around 5am and carries on continuously
throughout the day until nightfall. They went on to state that the current HGV activity
is totally unacceptable.
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Over the years we have seen a massive increase in HGV traffic, which is mainly
aggregate haulage, the Increase in volume and weight has had a knock-on effect for
the quality of life for residents who live on this road.
Vibrations and noise from vehicles can be heard through double glazing, this is loud
enough to wake residents and is also damaging homes from the vibration of large
vehicles passing in close proximity. Several young families live along the road
through Parsonby. The footpath is actually on the opposite side from the houses
and is being mounted by HGV traffic trying to pass each other at several pinch
points in the village. This happens on a regular basis and also has happened when
the path is being used, which is completely unacceptable.
School buses for Wigton and Keswick pick up along this road, with HGV movements
starting before daylight this becomes a major safety problem. The trucks heading
North down the hill towards the village simply cannot stop in time if a hazard
appears.
The size and speed of these huge vehicles combined with inadequate sight lines
leads to reduced braking distance. The lack of width along the road is creating a
potentially lethal scene through Parsonby. Many parishioners have witnessed poor
and dangerous driving from HGVs along this route. Hopefully by imposing this
weight limit we can reduce the amount of HGV traffic which will then reduce the
daily dangers we face on this road, making it safer for all of us.

4) A statement was read by Mr Tony Rutherford which went as follows:Thank you for giving me the opportunity to comment on Cumbria County Councils
(Highways) excellent proposal of imposing a 7.5T (except for access) weight
restriction on the B5301 between Moota and Aspatria.
Firstly, hopefully you can confirm you have all received and digested the
documentation, photos and videos I sent to this meeting via Daniel Hamilton.
Secondly, as you’re probably aware this B road routes through the villages of
Parsonby, Arkleby and the southern part of Aspatria; but more importantly, over the
past 10 years is increasingly being used as an HGV short cut between the major
trunk roads A595 & A596.
Thirdly: with regards to the previous month’s meeting (1st Oct 2020) with
ALLERDALE HIGHWAYS WORKING GROUP, they applied their criteria which
needs to be met before a 7.5t limit can be imposed; apparently we don’t meet that
criteria so let’s have a look at the bigger picture.
Modern road surface is a hard wearing with the structure comprising of sub grade,
type 1 sub-base, binder course and asphalt concrete surfacing but it’s still
deteriorating rapidly due to the constant battering its receiving from relentless HGV,
modern agricultural and general traffic. The damage to the roads surface and
substructure is an ongoing fact which results in subsidence, lengthy ruts, large
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potholes, edge erosion etc which need constant repairs and of course this results in
damage to other road users’ vehicles, bicycles, injuries to pedestrians etc. And let’s
not forget about the dykes and grass verges being constantly destroyed by HGV
tyres in an attempt to make the road wider!
Over the past 34 years, I have personally seen a steady increase in HGV traffic and
their tonnage which can now be up to a staggering 44 Tonnes (18 wheeler
articulated HGV but let’s not forget the incredible 26 wheel semi trailed HGV from
the continent). There are numerous pinch points along the B5301 where two cars
have difficulty passing never mind HGV. This was backed up recently with photos
and dash cam videos.
Local agricultural tractors have changed dramatically over the years in size and
power; gone are the old grey Fergusons & Massey Ferguson 135’s with 20hp
engines and a width 1.6mtrs; we now have tractors on our roads with 400hp
weighing a stunning 13 tonnes and 2.6mtrs wide (that’s 1 metre wider than the
tractors of the 1960’s). And when coupled with a double axle slurry tanker, their all
up weight is an incredible 37 Tonnes when fully laden.
Reason for me mentioning the increased size of the modern tractors is that it is not
possible for HGV and tractors with trailer/ tankers to pass safely on the B5301 in
station road Aspatria, Parsonby village and Arkleby. There are several large farms
in the villages, and they lead silage in the summer months closely followed by the
slurry tankers all year round.
I do however, fully appreciate that there are two small industrial estates and
businesses in Aspatria which can only be accessed utilising the B5301; these
companies were established many years ago and their HGV traffic have a legitimate
reason to use the B5301. This challenges the finding of the ALLERDALE
HIGHWAYS WORKING GROUP concerning the negative impact on local
businesses.
Furthermore, the reference to the removal of gritting made by the working group is
totally misleading due the necessity to support local schools, school transport,
businesses and provide emergency services with continued access between A
roads.
The Working Group also stated in their report that existing collision data shows 8
collisions in the last 5 years on the entire length of the B5301; yes, but they failed to
mention that in the past 18 months there have been 3 major reported incidents
involving HGV. Namely: CP-20191125-0056 - HGV brakes on fire after descending Parsonby Brow.
Fire brigade and police in attendance.
CP-20191214-0194 - HGV slid off road and got stuck in gully at the bottom of
Parsonby Brow. Road closed for hours whilst vehicle was recovered. Driver
took a short cut across the S bend! Fire brigade and police in attendance.
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CP-20200827-0081 – HGV caused large diesel spillage on B5301 at
Parsonby Brow. Road closed for hours whilst vehicle was recovered &
spillage addressed. Fire brigade and police in attendance.
In addition, the report states that the implementation of weight restriction would
increase the volume of traffic on the A594. This is of course true, but it should be
note that the A594 is a designated a CCC preferred HGV route and designed to
accept HGV traffic.
In Nov. 2019 a survey was carried out by the Police Collison Reduction Officer for
Cumbria, an extract from her report to CCC stated and I quote “Concerns were
previously raised in 2016 from local residents in Parsonby regarding speeding
through the village.
We followed our agreed CRASH protocol, and a Traffic Data Unit was placed out
which recorded the speeds of vehicles being deemed excessive and as a result, the
Safety Camera Van Site was deployed. This has been regularly monitored since
and appears to be successful at reducing speeding in the village.
However, the local residents still raise concerns about large wagons travelling
through the village, stating the road isn’t suitable. On recent visits to the area, it can
be seen that the verges are being churned up constantly by vehicles along the
length B5301, in particular, from Parsonby Village itself towards Aspatria, which
would suggest the road isn’t wide enough to carry the existing traffic. In many points
along this route, there certainly isn’t room for a wagon and car to pass each other,
let alone if two wagons should meet” unquote.
I wholly support your proposal on imposing a 7.5T (except for access) weight
restriction on the B5301 between the A595 & A596.
By the way, I also fully endorse Cumbria County Councils moto ‘Serving the People
of Cumbria’

5) A statement was read by Mr John Spiers-Dawson which went as follows:This stretch of the B5301 along with the B5299 was deemed unsuitable, to be
included on the PREFERRED ROUTE MAP produced and adopted by county
highways ten years ago.
Due to the lack of monitoring and control hauliers have ignored this document,
consequently this road and the 5299 have become unofficial short cuts with the
result of ever increasing volumes of HGVs.
The officers report includes the quarry application which is irrelevant to this proposal
as the applicant has agreed and confirmed to planning that all quarry traffic will be
routed to/from the A595 on the advice of highways.

6
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Recent assessments, by Highways, Police and the Parish council, (copies
previously supplied), together with what my colleagues have already said, clearly
demonstrates the unsuitability of this road for HGVs. If you are unfamiliar with this
stretch of road we would really welcome a site visit from yourselves
The parish council and the community have been proactive in endeavouring to limit
the effects of this hazardous situation.
Over recent years various initiatives in cooperation with a number of different
agencies have been introduced.
Hauliers were written to, highlighting their non compliance to the HGV preferred
route map, their responses ranged from lip service through indifference to open
hostility.
At the parish council's request county highways have updated the road markings
and signage, also installed speed bumps.
The police speed camera van visits the parish on a regular basis.
The parish council has purchased and installed three fixed speed indicator devices.
The school due to the its position at the end of a narrow lane has introduced a
voluntary one way system operating at the start and end of the school day, the
access and exit points are onto the B5301.
Local farmers, at peak times in the farming calendar also operate a voluntary one
way system.
Both these measure assist in minimising disruption to local business traffic and
other road users which is aggravated by unnecessary HGVs. use.
Whilst all of these measures have been of benefit to the community, the flagrant
abuse by hauliers, of the verges and paths and a disregard for other road users and
pedestrians, dictate that further actions are required to protect the environment,
ensure the health, safety and well being of the people who live alongside or use this
road.
The previous assessments, (2 from county highways, the police and the parish
council), all highlight the unsuitability of this road for unnecessary HGV traffic
We have addressed the concerns of your working group, quarry, accidents, extra
traffic on 5299 and disruption to the legitimate local traffic
We therefore request that you support your colleagues previous decision by
formalise the preferred HGV route and adopting this proposal supporting our efforts
to improve the quality of life of our residents and those living in the nearby town.

The Chair thanked each speaker for expressing their views on the topic and then
delivered the following statement:-

“Thank you all for presenting your concerns regarding the volume of heavy traffic
and the suitability of the B5301 between the A595 and A596. The proposal to
introduce a 7.5 tonnes weight restriction on this section of highway has been
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consulted upon as part of the North Allerdale Traffic Regulation Order review
project, being carried out by Traffic Management Officers.
Today, Local Committee will consider the recommendations made by Allerdale
Highways Working Group as part of Agenda Item 7. Our considerations will take into
account the concerns that yourselves and others have raised, along with the
relevant technical evidence and advice”.

37

MINUTES

RESOLVED that,

38

the minutes of the meeting held on 15 September 2020 and 21
October 2020 be agreed as an accurate and complete record.

ALLERDALE HIGHWAYS WORKING GROUP – 1ST OCTOBER 2020

Members considered a report from the Executive Director – Economy and
Infrastructure which provided the details of the outcome of the meeting of the
Highways Working Group (HWG) held on 1st October 2020 and presented the HWG
recommendations to the Local Committee for approval.
The Highways Network Manager introduced the covering report as well as the
minutes of the Highways Working Group and highlighted the decisions that would
need to be taken by Local Committee.
RESOLVED that,
a

the minutes of the Highways Working Group be noted.

North Allerdale Traffic Regulation Order (TRO)

The Traffic Management Team Leader introduced the North Allerdale TRO report
and provided an overview of the report drawing specific attention to the proposals
which were considered most challenging.
A detailed discussion took place regarding ‘Proposal 12 – B5301, Parsonby’. The
proposal was to implement a 7.5t weight restriction (except for access) along the
section of the B5301 that ran between the A596 and the A595. A number of
requests were received from residents that lived on the B5301 and the Parish
Council to introduce a 7.5t weight restriction.
Many consultation responses were received in favour of ‘Proposal 12’, largely
reasoning that the larger vehicles added to noise and air pollution for residents.
Additionally, many responses raised safety concerns with larger vehicles meeting in
Parsonby village where the carriageway was narrower than other sections of the
road. Concerns had been raised around road safety issues, although existing
collision data showed 8 collisions in the last 5 years on the entire length of the
B5301. Members were informed that this collision data could be broken down into 7
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‘slight’ severity, and 1 ‘serious’ severity and that none of the collisions involved a
vehicle exceeding 7.5t.
The Traffic Management team Leader explained that the road was currently
classified as a ‘B’ road meaning that it connects different areas, and feeds traffic
between A roads and smaller roads on the network. For this reason, it is on the
gritting routes and would no longer be considered such an important route should
this status be removed and a weight restriction be implemented. Additionally, the
restriction of vehicles exceeding 7.5t on this route would lead to an increased
number of these vehicles using the B5299 and the A594, increasing movements on
those sections of the A596/A595 accordingly. Officers therefore recommended not
to progress any further with this current proposal.
Members discussed the proposal and the implications of the decision. In particular
members considered the risks involved with downgrading the road and agreed that
the recommendation of officers was the correct course of action and that a full study
and review of the route should be undertaken.
Members asked about the possibility of implementing a weight restriction on
vehicles of over 26t as a form of compromise regarding ‘Proposal 12’. Officers
agreed that this should be looked at as part of a wider study.
Discussion moved to the concerns of Wigton town council regarding traffic
approaching Tomlinson Junior School. The Traffic Management Team Leader
stated that discussions had begun regarding High Street, Wigton as part of the
CRASH group. She informed the Local Member for Wigton that consideration was
being given to engineering solutions to deal with the road safety issues evident in
this location.
Members requested that an additional proposal to reduce the extent of the
double yellow lines on Station Hill, Wigton, be also included in the Advertisement
of changes to The County of Cumbria (Various Roads, North Allerdale)
(Consolidation and Provision of Traffic Regulations) Order 20><.
RESOLVED that,
1)

Local Committee agree to proceed to statutory consultation and
advertisement of a Traffic Regulation Order which would: -

(i)

consolidate the provisions of The County of Cumbria (Various Roads,
North Allerdale) (Consolidation and Provision of Traffic Regulations)
Order 2016 and its variations;

(ii)

Consolidate the provisions of the following Orders: The County of Cumbria (A595/A596 Corridor, Area 1) (Prohibition of
Heavy Commercial Vehicles over 7.5 Tonnes Maximum Gross Vehicle
Weight) Order 1998;
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The County of Cumbria (A595/A596 Corridor, Area 2) (Prohibition of
Heavy Commercial Vehicles over 7.5 Tonnes Maximum Gross Vehicle
Weight) Order 1998; and
The County of Cumbria (A595/A596 Corridor, Area 3) (Prohibition of
Heavy Commercial Vehicles over 7.5 Tonnes Maximum Gross Vehicle
Weight) Order 2000; and
(iii)

Propose to introduce new restrictions as shown on the plans attached
as Appendices 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19 and 20 to the
Report to the Working Group which is attached as Appendix 2 to this
Report.

(iv)

Proposal to reduce the extent of the double yellow lines on Station Hill,
Wigton
(“the Order”).

b

2)

Local Committee agree that, subject to there being no unresolved
objections received at the end of the statutory consultation and
advertisement of the changes referred to in paragraph 1) above, that
the Order be brought into operation, as advertised having taken into
consideration the matters contained in Section 122(2) of the Road
Traffic Regulation Act 1984 which were more specifically referred to in
paragraph 7.2 of the Report to the Working Group.

3)

Local Committee agree that a study be undertaken of the B5301, as
referred to in paragraph 4.1.12.

Workington Traffic Regulation Order (TRO)

Members considered a report from the Executive Director – Economy and
Infrastructure which provided the Highways Working Group (“the Working Group”)
with the background and details of proposed changes to The County of Cumbria
(Various Roads, Workington) (Consolidation and Provision of Traffic Regulations)
Order 2017, following informal consultation.
RESOLVED that,
1)

Local Committee agree to proceed to statutory consultation and
advertisement of a Traffic Regulation Order which would both
consolidate the provisions of The County of Cumbria (Various Roads,
Workington) (Consolidation and Provision of Traffic Regulations) Order
2017 and its variations, and propose to introduce new restrictions as
shown on the plans attached as Appendices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.1, 6, 7, 8, 9.1,
10, 11.1, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 only to the report to the Working Group
which is attached as Appendix 3 of the Report (“the Order”).
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2)

c

Local Committee agree that, subject to there being no unresolved
objections received at the end of the statutory consultation and
advertisement of the changes referred to in paragraph 1) above, that
the Order be brought into operation, as advertised having taken into
consideration the matters contained in Section 122(2) of the Road
Traffic Regulation Act 1984 which were more specifically referred to at
paragraph 7.2 of the Report.

Devolved Capital Programme for Allerdale 2020/21

Members considered a report from the Executive Director – Economy and
Infrastructure which provided an overall draft provisional Devolved NPRN
programme for 2021/22, including lighting and small scale improvements based on
an assumed funding allocation of £3,816,000
RESOLVED that,

39

Local Committee agree the proposed Devolved Capital
Programme of Works for 2020/21 as set out in Appendix
1 of the report to HWG, which is attached as Appendix 4
to this report, subject to Council confirmation of the
devolved highways budget allocations for 2021/22.

A595 BOTHEL, GREAT BROUGHTON AND SEATON SPEED LIMITS

Members considered a report from the Executive Director – Economy and
Infrastructure the purpose of which is to provide Members with the background and
detail of the proposed introduction of a 50mph speed limit on the A595 at Bothel, as
well as the extension of the existing 30mph restrictions at both Broughton Moor and
Seaton, following statutory consultation and advertisement.
The Traffic Management Officer explained that scheme development had begun on
the A595 within the vicinity of Bothel in 2016. During consultation of the scheme
development (November 2018), the local community expressed their desire to see a
reduction in the speed limit near the village of Bothel, with 40mph initially being
suggested.
Following this request, Cumbria County Council officers investigated the possibility
of a reduction in the speed limit, with consideration being given to existing traffic
speeds and volumes, previous collision history, the geometry of the road and any
hazards present along the route. Traffic surveys were undertaken during the
summer of 2018 at 2 locations on the A595 near Bothel to determine current vehicle
speeds, while a comprehensive report on previous road traffic collisions was also
produced. The surveys determined mean speeds of 45 mph and 46 mph, with 85th
percentile speeds of 52 mph and 54 mph respectively. The collision report showed
little history of collisions being caused as a direct result of excessive speed.
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RESOLVED that,

40

having taken into consideration the matters contained in
section 122(2) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984
which are more specifically referred to at paragraph 7.2
of this report, Local Committee agree that The County of
Cumbria (C2007 Great Broughton, C2016 Seaton, and
A591 and A595 Bothel) (Speed Limits) Order 20>< (“the
Order”) be brought into operation as advertised.

HIGHWAYS ASSET MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 2020-2025

Members had before them a report from the Executive Director – Economy and
Infrastructure which provided an update on the Cumbria Highways Asset
Management Strategy which was approved by Cabinet in July 2020. It has been
developed to improve the management of the Council’s highways assets and allows
for the longer term planning taking into consideration customer needs, local
priorities and asset condition whilst making the best use of the available resources.
The Executive Director – Economy and Infrastructure informed members that the
Highways Asset Management Strategy would set out how the Council will deliver a
Highways Service over the next five years and would drive decisions about
investment in the highway network and the direction for future models of service
delivery. It was highlighted to members that to maximise funding opportunities from
the Department of Transport (DfT) the Council would need to continue to
demonstrate it is following good asset management practice, efficiency measures
and continuous improvement across all aspects of the Highway Service.
Members heard that engagement with Members through the Highways
Improvement Board and through Local Committees would continue throughout the
implementation of the Strategy and would in particular seek their input in reviewing
service standards and priorities which are contained within the Highways Asset
Management Delivery Plan which was developed alongside the Highways Asset
Management Strategy.
Members noted the report and thanked the Executive Director – Economy and
Infrastructure for presenting it to Local Committee.
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AREA MANAGERS UPDATE

Members considered a report from the Executive Director – Corporate, Customer
and Community Services which served to replace the following reports that are
usually presented to local committee:
 Area Planning
 Investment in Children and Young People
 Investment in our Communities
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The Area Manager (Allerdale) detailed the grant funding requests that had been
received which were as follows:Project 1 - Friends of Silloth Green volunteer gardening group
General Provision Fund - £4,500
The request was less than £5,000 but the local Member had also allocated some of
his funding, also from the General Provision Fund to this project which in total
exceeded the £5,000 criteria for local committee approval.
Project 2 – Apprenticeship Posts
0-19 fund – Up to £15,000
The County Council were due to recruit to apprenticeship posts in the new year. The
Community Services Team had employed apprentices previously although the
current ways of working make that more difficult. However, the Area Manager
sought reassurance that if a suitable position could be identified within either the
Community Services Team or with a partner organisation (this has been successful
previously), that funding would be available to do this.
Therefore, the funding would be utilised if the opportunity was identified, the Area
Manager would therefore discuss this in detail with the Chair of Local Committee
and Members.
RESOLVED that,
1) Members note the contents of the report.
2) Members agree that an amount of £4,500 is utilised from the
General Provision Fund for raised beds as part of the successful
work of the Friends of Silloth Green to be extended.
3) Members agree that an amount of up to £15,000 is ring-fenced
from the 0-19 Fund to fund apprenticeships in the Allerdale area if
it can be demonstrated that these can be successfully facilitated in
a Covid-19 safe environment.
42

WORKINGTON
(23/10/20)

RESOLVED that,
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HARBOUR

MANAGEMENT

COMMITTEE

MINUTES

the minutes of the meeting of Workington Harbour
Management Committee held on 23 October 2020 be
noted.

ACTIONS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS

Minute No 94 – Allerdale HWG Reports –The Sustrans annual update be arranged
to coincide with the Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan (CWIP) sessions.

19

13
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CHAMPION UPDATES

There were no updates from Local Committee Champions provided on this
occasion.
45

VERBAL REPORTS FROM MEMBERS SERVING ON OUTSIDE BODIES

There were no verbal updates from Members serving on outside bodies provided on
this occasion.
46

DATE & TIME OF NEXT MEETING

The next meeting of the Allerdale Local Committee will take place on 5 January
2020 at 10:00am.
The meeting ended at 12:00pm
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Agenda Item 6
COUNTY COUNCIL LOCAL COMMITTEE FOR
ALLERDALE
Meeting date:
From:

5 January 2021

Executive Director – Corporate, Customer and
Community Services

APPOINTMENTS TO WORKING GROUP AND OUTSIDE
BODIES
1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

This report asks Allerdale Local Committee to appoint members to fill
the vacancies on the Allerdale Highways Working group and as the
Local Committee representative on the County CRASH Group.

2.0

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

2.1

This report is relevant to the following Community Strategy and
Council Plan priorities: 

To enable communities to live safely and shape services locally



To provide safe and well-maintained roads and an effective
transport network

2.2

This report contains no equality implications.

3.0

RECOMMENDATION

3.1

Members agree to nominate a member to be appointed to the Allerdale
Highways Working Group.

3.2

Members agree to nominate a member to be appointed as the Allerdale
Local Committee representative on the County CRASH Group.
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4.0

BACKGROUND

4.1

On 10 July 2017 Allerdale Local Committee agreed to re-establish and
appoint to the Allerdale Highways Working Group. At the same meeting the
Local Committee made appointments to Outside Bodies including the
County CRASH Group. Sadly, following the passing of Mr J Holliday there is
now a vacancy within the Allerdale Highways Working Group and as the
representative on the County CRASH Group. The Local Committee is asked
to make appointments to fill these vacant places.

5.0

OPTIONS

5.1

To fill the vacant positions

5.2

To leave the vacant positions unfilled, which would result in Allerdale Local
Committee being without a representative at the County CRASH meetings
and resulting in an 8 member Highways Working Group.

6.0

RESOURCE AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS

6.1

There are no Resource and Value for Money implications.

7.0

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

7.1

There are no legal implications.

8.0

CONCLUSION

8.1

The Local Committee is asked to agree the recommendations set out in
paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2.

Dawn Roberts
Executive Director – Corporate, Customer and Community Services
05 January 2021

APPENDICES
No appendices
Electoral Division(s):

Allerdale
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Executive Decision

No*

Key Decision

No*

If a Key Decision, is the proposal published in the current Forward Plan?

No*

Is the decision exempt from call-in on grounds of urgency?

No*

If exempt from call-in, has the agreement of the Chair of the relevant
Overview and Scrutiny Committee been sought or obtained?

No*

Has this matter been considered by Overview and Scrutiny?
If so, give details below.

No*

Has an environmental or sustainability impact assessment been
undertaken?

No*

N/A*

Has an equality impact assessment been undertaken?

No*

N/A*

PREVIOUS RELEVANT COUNCIL OR EXECUTIVE DECISIONS
Allerdale Local Committee – 10 July 2017
Re-establishment and Appointment to Working Groups
Appointments to Outside Bodies

REPORT AUTHOR
Contact: Daniel Hamilton, Democratic Services
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N/A*

N/A*
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Agenda Item 7
COUNTY COUNCIL LOCAL COMMITTEE FOR
ALLERDALE
Meeting date:
From:

5 January 2021

Executive Director – Economy and
Infrastructure

ALLERDALE HIGHWAYS WORKING GROUP – 9 DECEMBER
2020
1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

This report gives details of the outcome of the meeting of the Highways
Working Group (“the Working Group”) held on 9th December 2020 and
presents recommendations made by the Working Group to the Local
Committee for approval.

2.0

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

2.1

The recommendations within this report relate to budgets and
programmes that are delegated to this Local Committee for
determination and delivery.

2.2

The policy position, links to corporate strategy, and the budgetary
implications are set out in the individual Highways Working Group
reports previously circulated to Members and included in the
Appendices of this report.

3.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

That Local Committee notes the minutes of the meeting of the
Highways Working Group on the 9th December 2020, which are
attached as Appendix 1 to this report.

3.2

That Local Committee endorse the recommendations of the Working
Group and agree the following recommendations;

3.2.1 A594 DOVENBY AND A596 MICKLETHWAITE – SPEED LIMITS
i) That Local Committee agree to proceed to statutory consultation and
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advertisement of a Traffic Regulation Order to introduce 40mph speed
restrictions on the A596 at Micklethwaite and a reduction in the 50mph
speed limit to 40mph on the A594 at Dovenby, as shown on the plans
attached to the Working Group report attached as Appendix 2;
ii) That Local Committee agree that, subject to there being no unresolved
objections received at the end of the statutory consultation and
advertisement of the speed limits referred to in paragraph i) above, that the
restrictions be brought into operation, as advertised having taken into
consideration the matters contained in Section 122(2) of the Road Traffic
Regulation Act 1984 which are more specifically referred to at paragraph 7.2
of the Working Group report attached as Appendix 2.
3.2.2 Structural Weight Limit: Proposed Amendment to Cockermouth Traffic
Regulation Order
i) That Local Committee agree to proceed to statutory consultation and
advertisement of a Traffic Regulation Order which would consolidate the
provisions of The County of Cumbria (Various Roads, Cockermouth and
Surrounding Area) (Consolidation and Provision of Traffic Regulation) Order
2020, and propose to introduce a 33 tonnes maximum gross vehicle weight
restriction on Church Bridge, Loweswater, as shown on the plan attached to
the Working Group report attached as Appendix 3 (“the Order”);
ii) That Local Committee agree that, subject to there being no unresolved
objections received at the end of the statutory consultation and
advertisement of the Order referred to in paragraph i) above, that the Order
be brought into operation, as advertised having taken into consideration the
matters contained in Section 122(2) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984
which are more specifically referred to in paragraph 7.2 of the Working
Group report, attached as Appendix 3
3.2.3 Structural Weight Limit: Proposed Amendment to Keswick Traffic
Regulation Order
i) That Local Committee agree to proceed to statutory consultation and
advertisement of a Traffic Regulation Order which would consolidate the
provisions of The County of Cumbria (Various Roads, Keswick and
Surrounding Area) (Consolidation and Provision of Traffic Regulations)
Order 2020, and propose to introduce a 13 tonnes maximum gross vehicle
weight limit on Hazel Bank Bridge, Hazel Bank, near Rosthwaite, and a 10
tonnes maximum gross vehicle weight restriction on Chapel Bridge, Little
Town, as shown on the plans attached to the Working Group report attached
as Appendix 4 (“the Order”);
ii) That Local Committee agree that, subject to there being no unresolved
objections received at the end of the statutory consultation and
advertisement of the Order referred to in paragraph i) above, that the Order
be brought into operation, as advertised having taken into consideration the
matters contained in Section 122(2) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984
which are more specifically referred to in paragraph 7.2 of the Working
Group report attached as Appendix 4.
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3.2.4 Structural Weight Limit: Proposed Amendment to North Allerdale
Traffic Regulation Order
i) That Local Committee agree that the reduction in the existing 26 tonnes
maximum gross vehicle weight restriction to an 18 tonnes maximum gross
vehicle weight restriction on Blennerhasset Bridge, as shown on the plan
attached to the Working Group report attached as Appendix 5, be included in
the statutory consultation and advertisement of the consolidation and
variation of The County of Cumbria (Various Roads, North Allerdale)
(Consolidation and Provision of Traffic Regulations) Order 2016 and its
variations (“the Order”), which was previously considered by the Working
Group on 9 November 2020.
ii)That Local Committee agree that, subject to there being no unresolved
objections received at the end of the statutory consultation and
advertisement of the additional changes referred to in paragraph i) above,
that the changes be brought into operation, as part of the Order, as
advertised having taken into consideration the matters contained in Section
122(2) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 which are more specifically
referred to in paragraph 7.2 of the Working Group report attached as
Appendix 5.
4.0

BACKGROUND

4.1

The minutes of the Working Group meeting held on the 9th December 2020
are attached as Appendix 1 to this report, together with recommendations to
Local Committee where appropriate. The recommendations from the
Working Group are summarised at paragraph 3.1 to 3.2.4 inclusive.

4.2

The report presented to the Working Group regarding the recommendation
at paragraph 3.2.1 relating to the A594 Dovenby and A596 Micklethwaite –
Speed Limits, is attached as Appendix 2 to this report.

4.3

The report presented to the Working Group regarding the recommendation
at paragraph 3.2.2 relating to the Structural Weight Limit: Proposed
Amendment to Cockermouth Traffic Regulation Order, is attached as
Appendix 3 to this report.

4.4

The report presented to the Working Group regarding the recommendation
at paragraph 3.2.3 relating to the Structural Weight Limit: Proposed
Amendment to Keswick Traffic Regulation Order, is attached as Appendix 4
to this report.

4.5

The report presented to the Working Group regarding the recommendation
at paragraph 3.2.4 relating to the Structural Weight Limit: Proposed
Amendment to North Allerdale Traffic Regulation Order, is attached as
Appendix 5 to this report.
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5.0

OPTIONS

5.1

The options in respect of each of the recommendations are set out in the
original reports to the Working Group, previously circulated to Members and
which are attached as Appendices 2, 3, 4 and 5.

6.0

RESOURCE AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS

6.1

The resource and value for money implications in respect of each of the
recommendations are set out in the original reports to the Working Group
previously circulated to Members and which are attached as Appendices 2,
3, 4 and 5.

7.0

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

7.1

The legal implications in respect of each of the recommendations are set out
in the original reports to the Working Group previously circulated to
Members and which are attached as Appendices 2, 3, 4 and 5. (KB –
16.12.2020)

8.0

CONCLUSION

8.1

The Local Committee is asked to agree the recommendations set out in
paragraphs 3.1 to 3.2.4 inclusive.

Angela Jones
Executive Director – Economy and Infrastructure
January 2020

APPENDICES
Appendix 1 – Minutes of Highways Working Group meeting 9 December 2020
Appendix 2 – Report re: A594 Dovenby and A596 Micklethwaite – Speed
Limits
Appendix 3 – Report re: Structural Weight Limit: Proposed Amendment to
Cockermouth Traffic Regulation Order
Appendix 4 – Report re: Structural Weight Limit: Proposed Amendment to
Keswick Traffic Regulation Order
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Appendix 5 – Report re: Structural Weight Limit: Proposed Amendment to
North Allerdale Traffic Regulation Order
Electoral Division(s):

All
* Please remove whichever option is not applicable

Executive Decision

Yes*

Key Decision

No*

If a Key Decision, is the proposal published in the current Forward Plan?

N/A*

Is the decision exempt from call-in on grounds of urgency?

No*

If exempt from call-in, has the agreement of the Chair of the relevant
Overview and Scrutiny Committee been sought or obtained?

N/A*

Has this matter been considered by Overview and Scrutiny?
If so, give details below.

No*

Has an environmental or sustainability impact assessment been
undertaken?

N/A*

Has an equality impact assessment been undertaken?

N/A*

PREVIOUS RELEVANT COUNCIL OR EXECUTIVE DECISIONS
[including Local Committees]
No previous relevant decisions.
CONSIDERATION BY OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
Not considered by Overview and Scrutiny.
BACKGROUND PAPERS
No background papers.
REPORT AUTHOR
Contact: Steph Davis-Johnston, steph.davis-johnston@cumbria.gov.uk
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ALLERDALE HIGHWAYS WORKING GROUP
Minutes of a Meeting of the Allerdale Highways Working Group held on Wednesday,
9 December 2020 at 10.00 am via Microsoft Teams.
PRESENT:

Mr AL Barry
Mr A Bowness
Mr A Kennon

Mr J Lister
Mr T Lywood
Mr AJ Markley (Vice-Chair)

Also in Attendance:Mr D Hamilton
Mrs S Davis-Johnston
Mr M Reeves
Miss A Sykes
46

-

Democratic Services Officer
Traffic Management Team Leader (West)
Traffic Management Officer
Highways Network Manager

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

Apologies were received from Ms R Hanson, Mr H Graham and Mrs C McCarronHolmes.
47

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING

RESOLVED that,

48

the minutes of the previous meeting held on 1 October
2020 be confirmed as an accurate and complete record.

A594 DOVENBY AND A596 MICKLETHWAITE - SPEED LIMITS

Members considered a report from the Executive Director – Economy and
Infrastructure the purpose of the report was to provide Members of the Highways
Working Group (“the Working Group”) with the details of a proposed introduction of
40 mph speed limits at Micklethwaite and Dovenby.
Engineering Safety Studies were undertaken for the entire route length of both the
A596 and A594. These studies considered collision history and current traffic data,
to determine if any road safety issues were prevalent, and if so, what measures
could resolve them.
The studies recommended that a reduction from national speed limit to 40mph be
introduced on the A596 at Micklethwaite, and a reduction from 50mph to 40mph on
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the A594 at Dovenby.
Taking into account the content of the studies and data gathered, Officers undertook
site assessments with a view of developing appropriate schemes. Proposals for
both the A596 at Micklethwaite and A594 at Dovenby are attached as Appendices 1
and 2 of the report respectively.
The Traffic Management Officer explained that whilst an initial informal consultation
process had not yet been carried out, the County Council had received numerous
requests for speed limits at both the locations identified. Therefore, an informal
consultation would be undertaken to better establish views of the public and
stakeholders, after which statutory consultation and advertisement will take place,
however the results of the informal consultation would not be available for Local
Committee on 5 January 2021. Members heard that the proposal was at a very early
stage but had been brought to the Group for early information.
RESOLVED that,
1) That the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree to
proceed to statutory consultation and advertisement of a Traffic
Regulation Order to introduce 40 mph speed restrictions on the A596 at
Micklethwaite and a reduction in the 50 mph speed limit to 40 mph on the
A594 at Dovenby, as shown on the plans attached as Appendices 1 and
2 of the report.
2) That the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree that,
subject to there being no unresolved objections received at the end of the
statutory consultation and advertisement of the speed limits referred to in
paragraph 3.1 above, that the restrictions be brought into operation, as
advertised having taken into consideration the matters contained in
Section 122(2) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 which are more
specifically referred to at paragraph 7.2 of the Report.
49

WINTER READY 2020

The Highways Network Manager gave a presentation entitled Winter Ready 2020
which provided an overview of the Highway’s services preparedness for winter
weather conditions. The presentation highlighted the following areas:









Adverse Weather 2020/21
Priority 1 & 2 Gritting Areas
Priority 3 Gritting Areas
Winter Information available on CCC Website
Salt Bins and Heaps
Resources
Additional Resources Available at Lillyhall
34 Weather Stations and 18 Forecasting Stations
Examples of Winter Fleet
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A discussion took place regarding the amount of grit salt used on average every day
when treating Priority 1 and 2 routes and the Local Member for Aspatria asked how
long the salt stock would last in an extended period of severe weather. The
Highways Network Manager suggested providing members with a figure for how
much salt was used on all routes, she then explained the contingency planning in
place for treating roads over extended periods of severe weather.
50

PASSING PLACES & ONE-WAY SYSTEM - U2052 WAVERBRIDGE
JUNCTION TO DUNDRAW

The Highways Network Manager provided a verbal update which explained options
regarding the U2052 Waverbridge junction to Dundraw.
Dundraw Parish Council had requested a passing place be provided at the location
due to the narrowness of the road. Subsequently a letter from the local MP was
received asking that the Highways Working Group reconsider the position on
passing places on the junction to Dundraw.
It was explained that this had been brought back to the Highways Working Group for
reconsideration because of the financial implications of proposing a passing place,
implementing a one-way system or putting signs in place.
The Highways Network Manager displayed evidence to members showing the width
of the road in question and then a discussion took place regarding the viability of
imposing a one-way system. The Traffic Management Team Leader stated that
exploring a one-way system would be difficult in this area as it would require
illuminated signage. The Traffic Management Team Leader supported the Highways
Network Manager’s suggestion of gathering traffic data to quantify how much of an
issue there was at this junction and report it back at a later date.
It was AGREED that the Traffic Team would collect traffic and collision data.
51

STRUCTURAL WEIGHT LIMIT: PROPOSED
COCKERMOUTH TRAFFIC REGULATION ORDER

AMENDMENT

TO

Members considered a report from the Executive Director – Economy and
Infrastructure which provided Members of the Highways Working Group (“the
Working Group”) with the background and detail of a proposed introduction of a
weight restriction by way of the amendment and consolidation of The County of
Cumbria (Various Roads, Cockermouth and Surrounding Area) (Consolidation and
Provision of Traffic Regulation) Order 2020.
The Traffic Management Team Leader explained that a number of weight limits
were being considered to protect weak bridges and this proposal related to Church
bridge in Loweswater and would implement a 33-tonne maximum gross vehicle
weight restriction.
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RESOLVED that,
1) the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree to proceed to
statutory consultation and advertisement of a Traffic Regulation Order
which would consolidate the provisions of The County of Cumbria
(Various Roads, Cockermouth and Surrounding Area) (Consolidation and
Provision of Traffic Regulation) Order 2020, and propose to introduce a
33 tonnes maximum gross vehicle weight restriction on Church Bridge,
Loweswater, as shown on the plan attached as Appendix 1 of the report
(“the Order”).
2) the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree that, subject
to there being no unresolved objections received at the end of the
statutory consultation and advertisement of the Order referred to in
paragraph 3.1 above, that the Order be brought into operation, as
advertised, having taken into consideration the matters contained in
Section 122(2) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 which are more
specifically referred to in paragraph 7.2 of the Report.
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STRUCTURAL WEIGHT LIMIT: PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO KESWICK
TRAFFIC REGULATION ORDER

Members considered a report from the Executive Director – Economy and
Infrastructure which provided Members of the Highways Working Group (“the
Working Group”) with the background and detail of the proposed introduction of
weight restrictions by way of the amendment and consolidation of The County of
Cumbria (Various Roads, Keswick and Surrounding Area) (Consolidation and
Provision of Traffic Regulations) Order 2020.
The proposed amendment to the Keswick Traffic Regulation Order included two
bridge weight restriction proposals. Firstly, Hazel Bank Bridge in Rosthwaite which
would implement a 13-tonne weight restriction to protect the bridge. Secondly,
Chapel Bridge in Little Town would implement a 10-tonne weight restriction.
RESOLVED that,
1) the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree to proceed to
statutory consultation and advertisement of a Traffic Regulation Order
which would consolidate the provisions of The County of Cumbria
(Various Roads, Keswick and Surrounding Area) (Consolidation and
Provision of Traffic Regulations) Order 2020, and propose to introduce a
13 tonnes maximum gross vehicle weight limit on Hazel Bank Bridge,
Hazel Bank, near Rosthwaite, and a 10 tonnes maximum gross vehicle
weight restriction on Chapel Bridge, Little Town, as shown on the plans
attached as Appendices 1 and 2 (“the Order”).
2) the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree that, subject
to there being no unresolved objections received at the end of the
statutory consultation and advertisement of the Order referred to in
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paragraph 3.1 above, that the Order be brought into operation, as
advertised having taken into consideration the matters contained in
Section 122(2) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 which are more
specifically referred to in paragraph 7.2 of this Report.
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STRUCTURAL WEIGHT LIMIT: PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO NORTH
ALLERDALE TRAFFIC REGULATION ORDER

Members considered a report from the Executive Director – Economy and
Infrastructure which provided Members of the Highways Working Group (“the
Working Group”) with the background and detail of a further proposed change to the
North Allerdale Traffic Regulation Order, as a result of a structural assessment of
Blennerhasset Bridge.
The Traffic Management Team Leader cited a recent study which confirmed that a
further weight limit was required at Blennerhasset Bridge. The bridge currently
carried a 26-tonne weight restriction, but it was proposed that this be replaced with
an 18-tonne weight limit. As Allerdale Local Committee had already agreed to go to
advertisement on a number of proposed amendments to the North Allerdale Traffic
Regulation Order, the Traffic Management Team had consulted with Legal Services
to confirm that this weight restriction could be advertised with the other proposals.
The Local Member asked whether as a consequence of the proposal more traffic
would be made to use the B5301 through Parsonby. The Traffic Management Team
Leader confirmed that this could be the case, and also noted that the B5299 is an
additional alternative route, and it was AGREED that further investigation be carried
out on whether bridges on alternative routes would require a structural weight limit.
RESOLVED that,
1) the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree that the
reduction in the existing 26 tonnes maximum gross vehicle weight
restriction to an 18 tonnes maximum gross vehicle weight restriction on
Blennerhasset Bridge, as shown on the plan attached as Appendix 1, be
included in the statutory consultation and advertisement of the
consolidation and variation of The County of Cumbria (Various Roads,
North Allerdale) (Consolidation and Provision of Traffic Regulations)
Order 2016 and its variations (“the Order”), which was previously
considered by the Working Group on 9 November 2020.
2) the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree that, subject
to there being no unresolved objections received at the end of the
statutory consultation and advertisement of the additional changes
referred to in paragraph 3.1 above, that the changes be brought into
operation, as part of the Order, as advertised having taken into
consideration the matters contained in Section 122(2) of the Road Traffic
Regulation Act 1984 which are more specifically referred to in paragraph
7.2 of the Report.
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TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT TEAM LEADER'S UPDATE

The Traffic Management Team Leader provided an update on various work of the
Traffic Management Team including a proposal to install a puffin crossing on Church
Road, Harrington, in line with a Section 106 Agreement, which had now gone out to
advertisement.
An update was then provided by the Highways Network Manager regarding the
works at Crosscanonby.
Members raised concerns regarding changes made to Water Street in Wigton. The
Highways Network Manager explained that the changes were due to the developer
implementing agreed planning conditions. It was AGREED that the Engineer who
deals with Section 278 agreements would provide an update on the topic.
55

DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING

The next meeting of the Allerdale Highways Working Group was due to take place
on 16 February 2021.
The meeting ended at 11:45am
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ALLERDALE HIGHWAYS WORKING GROUP
Meeting date:
From:

9th December 2020

Executive Director – Economy & Infrastructure

A594 DOVENBY AND A596 MICKLETHWAITE – SPEED
LIMITS
1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide Members of the Highways
Working Group (“the Working Group”) with the details of proposed
introduction of 40 mph speed limits at Micklethwaite and Dovenby.

1.2

Plans showing the proposed changes are attached as Appendices 1
and 2 of this report.

1.3

A copy of the Council’s Statement of Reasons for proposing to
introduce the changes, is attached as Appendix 3.

2.0

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

2.1

The proposed speed restrictions are designed to improve traffic
management within the areas assessed, whilst also providing a safe
and effective transport network.

2.2

The restrictions which are proposed comply with Cumbria County
Council’s forward plan of creating a safe and secure community, whilst
providing a high-quality environment for all.

2.3

There are no Equality implications at this stage.

3.0

RECOMMENDATION

3.1

That the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree to
proceed to statutory consultation and advertisement of a Traffic
Regulation Order to introduce 40 mph speed restrictions on the A596 at
Micklethwaite and a reduction in the 50 mph speed limit to 40 mph on
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the A594 at Dovenby, as shown on the plans attached as Appendices 1
and 2.
3.2

That the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree that,
subject to there being no unresolved objections received at the end of
the statutory consultation and advertisement of the speed limits
referred to in paragraph 3.1 above, that the restrictions be brought into
operation, as advertised having taken into consideration the matters
contained in Section 122(2) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984
which are more specifically referred to at paragraph 7.2 of this Report.

4.0

BACKGROUND

4.1

Engineering Safety Studies were undertaken for the entire route length of
both the A596 and A595. These studies considered collision history and
current traffic data, to determine if any road safety issues were prevalent,
and if so, what measures could be considered to resolve them.

4.2

The studies recommended that a reduction from national speed limit to
40mph be introduced on the A596 at Micklethwaite, and also a reduction
from
50mph
to
40mph
on
the
A594
at
Dovenby.

4.3

Taking into account the content of the studies and data gathered, Officers
undertook site assessments with a view of developing appropriate schemes.
Proposals for both the A596 at Micklethwaite and A594 at Dovenby are
attached as Appendices 1 and 2 of this report respectively.

4.4

Whilst an initial informal consultation process has not yet been carried out,
the County Council has received numerous requests for speed limits at both
the locations identified.
Therefore, an informal consultation will be
undertaken to better establish views of the public and stakeholders, after
which statutory consultation and advertisement will take place, however the
results of the informal consultation will not be available for Local Committee
on 5 January 2021.

5.0 OPTIONS
5.1

The Working Group may recommend that Local Committee AGREE the
recommendations
in
paragraphs
3.1
and
3.2.

5.2

The Working Group may recommend that Local Committee agree the
recommendations
in
paragraph
3.1
and
3.2
IN
PART.

5.3

The Working Group may recommend that Local Committee DOES NOT
AGREE the recommendations in paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2.

6.0 RESOURCE AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS
6.1

Estimated costs of £21,000 would be met from an allocation in the
Engineering Safety Measures budget of 2020/21 Capital programme, should
Members agree to the recommendation in section 3 of this report.
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7.0 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
7.1

The County Council, as Traffic Authority, must take into consideration the
matters contained in section 122(2) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984
(“the 1984 Act”) detailed below, in considering whether it is expedient to
agree to the implementation of the speed limits detailed in this Report for the
reason specified at section 1(1)(a) of the 1984 Act, as set out further in the
attached Statement of Reasons which is attached as Appendix 3, namely: (a)

7.2

For avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the roads
or any other roads or for preventing the likelihood of any such
danger arising.

Under Section 122(2), the matters which must be taken into account in
exercising that duty are: (a)
The desirability of securing and maintaining reasonable access to
premises;
(b)

The effect on amenities of an area;

(c)
The national air quality strategy prepared under section 80 of the
Environment Act 1995;
(d)
The importance of facilitating the passage of public service vehicles
and of securing the safety and convenience of persons using or desiring to
use such vehicles; and
(e)
7.3

Any other matters appearing to the authority to be relevant.

Local Committees may, pursuant to Part 2D, paragraph 5.1.2 g) of the
Constitution, approve the making of traffic regulation orders in accordance with
powers under Parts I, II and IV of the Road Traffic Regulation act 1984, except
for the making of Traffic Regulation Orders which involve the introduction for onstreet residents permits, which are delegated to the Executive Director –
Economy and Infrastructure subject to a decision of the appropriate member
body to introduce such charges. (KB – 27.11.2020)

8.0 CONCLUSION
8.1

That Members of the Working Group agree the recommendations at
paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2 of this report.
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Angela Jones
Executive Director – Economy and Infrastructure
9th December 2020.

APPENDICES
Appendix 1 – A596 Micklethwaite – Proposed 40mph – Location Plan
Appendix 2 – A594 Dovenby – Proposed Reduction from 50 mph to 40mph –
Location Plan
Appendix 3 – Statement of Reasons
Electoral Division(s):

Dearham and Broughton
Thursby

Executive Decision

Yes

Key Decision

No*

If a Key Decision, is the proposal published in the current Forward Plan?

N/A*

Is the decision exempt from call-in on grounds of urgency?

No*

If exempt from call-in, has the agreement of the Chair of the relevant
Overview and Scrutiny Committee been sought or obtained?

N/A*

Has this matter been considered by Overview and Scrutiny?

No*

If so, give details below.
Has an environmental or sustainability impact assessment been
undertaken?

N/A*

Has an equality impact assessment been undertaken?

N/A*

PREVIOUS RELEVANT COUNCIL OR EXECUTIVE DECISIONS
[including Local Committees]
“No previous relevant decisions”.
CONSIDERATION BY OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
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Not considered by Overview and Scrutiny.
BACKGROUND PAPERS
No background papers
RESPONSIBLE CABINET MEMBER
Cllr Keith Little
REPORT AUTHOR
Matthew Reeves – Traffic Officer – West Area
matthew.reeves@cumbria.gov.uk
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Appendix 1:
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Appendix 2:
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Appendix 3:

THE COUNTY OF CUMBRIA
(VARIOUS ROADS IN THE BOROUGH OF ALLERDALE)
(CONSOLIDATION AND PROVISION OF SPEED LIMITS) ORDER 20<>)

STATEMENT OF REASONS

Cumbria County Council propose to create the above Order, for the following
reason in S.1(1) Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984: (a)

For avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the roads
or any other roads or for preventing the likelihood of any such
danger arising, or

They will also ensure that the revised speed limits are conducive and fitting to their
surroundings, and therefore effectively be “self-enforcing” as per Department for
Transport policy.
The changes which are being proposed include 2 locations where independent
Engineering Safety Studies have been carried out and recommended a reduction in
speed limit. The proposals produced as a result of these studies considered data
such as collision history, road geometry, existing traffic speeds, traffic volume, type
and usage.
The restrictions which are being proposed also comply with Cumbria County
Council’s forward plan of creating a safe and secure community, whilst providing a
high-quality environment for all.
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ALLERDALE HIGHWAYS WORKING GROUP
Meeting date:
From:

9th December 2020

Executive Director – Economy & Infrastructure

STRUCTURAL WEIGHT LIMIT: PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO
COCKERMOUTH TRAFFIC REGULATION ORDER
1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide Members of the Highways Working
Group (“the Working Group”) with the background and detail of a proposed
introduction of a weight restriction by way of the amendment and
consolidation of The County of Cumbria (Various Roads, Cockermouth and
Surrounding Area) (Consolidation and Provision of Traffic Regulation) Order
2020.

1.2

A plan showing the proposed weight restriction is attached as Appendix 1.

1.3

A copy of the Council’s Statement of Reasons for proposing to introduce the
weight restriction, is attached as Appendix 2.

2.0

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

2.1

The proposed traffic restrictions are designed to protect weak bridges and
prevent heavy vehicles from areas unsuitable for their size and weight, whilst
also providing a safe and effective transport network.

2.2

The restrictions which are proposed comply with Cumbria County Council’s
forward plan of creating a safe and secure community, whilst providing a
high-quality environment for all.

2.3

There are no Equality implications at this stage.

3.0

RECOMMENDATION

3.1

That the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree to
proceed to statutory consultation and advertisement of a Traffic
Regulation Order which would consolidate the provisions of The
County of Cumbria (Various Roads, Cockermouth and Surrounding
Area) (Consolidation and Provision of Traffic Regulation) Order 2020,
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and propose to introduce a 33 tonnes maximum gross vehicle weight
restriction on Church Bridge, Loweswater, as shown on the plan
attached as Appendix 1 (“the Order”).
3.2

That the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree that,
subject to there being no unresolved objections received at the end of
the statutory consultation and advertisement of the Order referred to in
paragraph 3.1 above, that the Order be brought into operation, as
advertised, having taken into consideration the matters contained in
Section 122(2) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 which are more
specifically referred to in paragraph 7.2 of this Report.

4.0

BACKGROUND

4.1

The Bridges & Structures team have recently undertaken a study of bridges
in Cumbria to determine those weak bridges that are currently unsigned.

4.2

One bridge in the Cockermouth area has been identified and requires a
Traffic Regulation Order to put in place a structural weight limit to protect the
asset and prevent heavy vehicles from areas unsuitable for their size and
weight. Details of the proposed location and restriction are as follows:

4.2.1 Proposal 1 – U2212 Church Bridge, Loweswater. To implement a 33 tonnes
maximum gross vehicle weight restriction to protect the weak bridge known
as Church Bridge. A plan showing this proposal is attached as Appendix 1.
No alternative route is available for vehicles exceeding 33 tonnes.
4.3

A copy of the Statement of Reasons is attached as Appendix 2.

5.0

OPTIONS

5.1

Members may recommend that Local
recommendations at paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2.

Committee

agree

the

5.2

Members may recommend that Local Committee
recommendations at paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2 IN PART.

agree

the

5.3

Members may recommend that Local Committee agree that the proposals
are not progressed to statutory consultation and advertisement.

6.0

RESOURCE AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS

6.1

Costs arising from these works would be met from an allocation in the
Bridges and Structures Additional Works budget, should Members agree to
the recommendation in section 3 of this report.
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7.0

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

7.1

The County Council, as Traffic Authority, must take into consideration the
matters contained in section 122(2) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984
(“the 1984 Act”) detailed below, in considering whether it is expedient to
agree to the implementation of the Order detailed in this Report for the
reasons specified at sections 1(1)(a) and (b) of the 1984 Act, as set out
further in the attached Statement of Reasons which is attached as Appendix
2, namely: -

7.2

(a)

For avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the roads
or any other roads or for preventing the likelihood of any such
danger arising, or

(b)

(b) for preventing damage to the road or to any building on or
near the road.

Under Section 122(2), the matters which must be taken into account in
exercising that duty are: (a)
The desirability of securing and maintaining reasonable access to
premises;
(b)

The effect on amenities of an area;

(c)
The national air quality strategy prepared under section 80 of the
Environment Act 1995;
(d)
The importance of facilitating the passage of public service vehicles
and of securing the safety and convenience of persons using or desiring to
use such vehicles; and
(e)

Any other matters appearing to the authority to be relevant.

7.3 Local Committees may, pursuant to Part 2D, paragraph 5.1.2 g) of the
Constitution, approve the making of traffic regulation orders in accordance
with powers under Parts I, II and IV of the Road Traffic Regulation act 1984,
except for the making of Traffic Regulation Orders which involve the
introduction for on-street residents permits, which are delegated to the
Executive Director – Economy and Infrastructure subject to a decision of the
appropriate member body to introduce such charges. (KB – 27.11.2020)
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8.0

CONCLUSION

8.1

That Members of the Highways Working Group agree the recommendations
at paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2 to protect the structural assets on the local
network.

Angela Jones
Executive Director – Economy and Infrastructure
9th December 2020
APPENDICES
Appendix 1 - Location Plan detailing
Loweswater
Appendix 2 – Statement of Reasons
Electoral Division(s):

proposal

for

U2212

Church

Bridge,

Bothel and Wharrels
* Please remove whichever option is not applicable

Executive Decision

Yes

Key Decision

No*

If a Key Decision, is the proposal published in the current Forward Plan?

N/A*

Is the decision exempt from call-in on grounds of urgency?

No*

If exempt from call-in, has the agreement of the Chair of the relevant
Overview and Scrutiny Committee been sought or obtained?

N/A*

Has this matter been considered by Overview and Scrutiny?
If so, give details below.

No*

Has an environmental or sustainability impact assessment been
undertaken?

No*

Has an equality impact assessment been undertaken?

No*

PREVIOUS RELEVANT COUNCIL OR EXECUTIVE DECISIONS
[including Local Committees]
No previous relevant decisions.
CONSIDERATION BY OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
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Not considered by Overview and Scrutiny.
BACKGROUND PAPERS
No background papers
RESPONSIBLE CABINET MEMBER
Cllr Keith Little
REPORT AUTHOR
Steph Davis-Johnston
Traffic Management Team Leader – West
steph.davis-johnston@cumbria.gov.uk
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APPENDIX 1
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APPENDIX 2
THE COUNTY OF CUMBRIA (VARIOUS ROADS, COCKERMOUTH AND
SURROUNDING AREA) (CONSOLIDATION AND PROVISION OF TRAFFIC
REGULATION)
ORDER 20><
STATEMENT OF REASONS

Following a review of the structural capability of bridges and structures in the
Cockermouth area, Cumbria County Council propose to make the above Order, for
the following reasons specified in Section 1(1) Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984,
namely to :Proposal 1 – U2212 Church Bridge, Loweswater.

To implement a 33t weight

restriction to protect the weak bridge known as Church Bridge.
-

(a) for avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the road or any
other road or for preventing the likelihood of any such danger arising, or

-

(b) for preventing damage to the road or to any building on or near the
road.
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ALLERDALE HIGHWAYS WORKING GROUP
Meeting date:
From:

9th December 2020

Executive Director – Economy & Infrastructure

STRUCTURAL WEIGHT LIMIT: PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO
KESWICK TRAFFIC REGULATION ORDER
1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide Members of the Highways Working
Group (“the Working Group”) with the background and detail of the proposed
introduction of weight restrictions by way of the amendment and
consolidation of The County of Cumbria (Various Roads, Keswick and
Surrounding Area) (Consolidation and Provision of Traffic Regulations)
Order 2020.

1.2

Plan showing the proposed weight restrictions are attached as Appendices 1
and 2.

1.3

A copy of the Council’s Statement of Reasons for proposing to introduce the
weight restrictions, is attached as Appendix 3.

2.0

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

2.1

The proposed traffic restrictions are designed to protect weak bridges and
prevent heavy vehicles from areas unsuitable for their size and weight, whilst
also providing a safe and effective transport network.

2.2

The restrictions which are proposed comply with Cumbria County Council’s
forward plan of creating a safe and secure community, whilst providing a
high-quality environment for all.

2.3

There are no Equality implications at this stage.

3.0

RECOMMENDATION

3.1

That the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree to
proceed to statutory consultation and advertisement of a Traffic
Regulation Order which would consolidate the provisions of The
County of Cumbria (Various Roads, Keswick and Surrounding Area)
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(Consolidation and Provision of Traffic Regulations) Order 2020, and
propose to introduce a 13 tonnes maximum gross vehicle weight limit
on Hazel Bank Bridge, Hazel Bank, near Rosthwaite, and a 10 tonnes
maximum gross vehicle weight restriction on Chapel Bridge, Little
Town, as shown on the plans attached as Appendices 1 and 2 (“the
Order”).
3.2

That the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree that,
subject to there being no unresolved objections received at the end of
the statutory consultation and advertisement of the Order referred to in
paragraph 3.1 above, that the Order be brought into operation, as
advertised having taken into consideration the matters contained in
Section 122(2) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 which are more
specifically referred to in paragraph 7.2 of this Report.

4.0

BACKGROUND

4.1

The Bridges & Structures team have recently undertaken a study of bridges
in Cumbria to determine those weak bridges that are currently unsigned.

4.2

Two bridges in the Keswick area have been identified and require a Traffic
Regulation Order to put in place a structural weight limit to protect the asset
and prevent heavy vehicles from areas unsuitable for their size and weight.
Details of the proposed locations and restrictions are as follows:

4.2.1 Proposal 1 – U2925 Hazel Bank Bridge, Hazel Bank, near Rosthwaite. To
implement a 13 tonnes maximum gross vehicle weight restriction to protect
the weak bridge known as Hazel Bank Bridge. A plan showing this proposal
is attached as Appendix 1.
No alternative route is available for vehicles exceeding 13 tonnes.
4.2.2 Proposal 2 – U2224 Chapel Bridge, Little Town. To implement a 10 tonnes
maximum gross vehicle weight restriction to protect the weak bridge known
as Chapel Bridge. A plan showing this proposal is attached as Appendix 2.
No alternative route is available for vehicles exceeding 10 tonnes.
4.3

A copy of the Statement of Reasons is attached as Appendix 3.

5.0

OPTIONS

5.1

Members may recommend that Local
recommendations at paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2.

Committee

agree

the

5.2

Members may recommend that Local Committee
recommendations at paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2 IN PART.

agree

the

5.3

Members may recommend that Local Committee agree that the proposals
are not progressed to statutory consultation and advertisement.
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6.0

RESOURCE AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS

6.1

Costs arising from these works would be met from an allocation in the
Bridges and Structures Additional Works budget, should Members agree to
the recommendation in section 3 of this report.

7.0

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

7.1

The County Council, as Traffic Authority, must take into consideration the
matters contained in section 122(2) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984
(“the 1984 Act”) detailed below, in considering whether it is expedient to
agree to the implementation of the Order detailed in this Report for the
reasons specified at sections 1(1) (a) and (b) of the 1984 Act, as set out
further in the attached Statement of Reasons which is attached as Appendix
2, namely: -

7.2

(a)

For avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the roads
or any other roads or for preventing the likelihood of any such
danger arising, or

(b)

(b) for preventing damage to the road or to any building on or
near the road.

Under Section 122(2), the matters which must be taken into account in
exercising that duty are: (a)
The desirability of securing and maintaining reasonable access to
premises;
(b)

The effect on amenities of an area;

(c)
The national air quality strategy prepared under section 80 of the
Environment Act 1995;
(d)
The importance of facilitating the passage of public service vehicles
and of securing the safety and convenience of persons using or desiring to
use such vehicles; and
(e)

Any other matters appearing to the authority to be relevant.

7.3 Local Committees may, pursuant to Part 2D, paragraph 5.1.2 g) of the
Constitution, approve the making of traffic regulation orders in accordance with
powers under Parts I, II and IV of the Road Traffic Regulation act 1984, except for
the making of Traffic Regulation Orders which involve the introduction for on-street
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residents permits, which are delegated to the Executive Director – Economy and
Infrastructure subject to a decision of the appropriate member body to introduce
such charges. (KB – 27.11.2020)
8.0

CONCLUSION

8.1

That Members of the Highways Working Group agree the recommendations
at paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2 to protect the structural assets on the local
network.

Angela Jones
Executive Director – Economy and Infrastructure
9th December 2020
APPENDICES
Appendix 1 - Location Plan detailing proposal for U2925 Hazel Bank Bridge, Hazel
Bank, near Rosthwaite
Appendix 2 – Location Plan detailing proposal for U2224 Chapel Bridge, Little Town
Appendix 3 – Statement of Reasons
Electoral Division(s):

Keswick
Bothel and Wharrels
* Please remove whichever option is not applicable

Executive Decision

Yes

Key Decision

No*

If a Key Decision, is the proposal published in the current Forward Plan?

N/A*

Is the decision exempt from call-in on grounds of urgency?

No*

If exempt from call-in, has the agreement of the Chair of the relevant
Overview and Scrutiny Committee been sought or obtained?

N/A*

Has this matter been considered by Overview and Scrutiny?
If so, give details below.

No*

Has an environmental or sustainability impact assessment been
undertaken?

No*

Has an equality impact assessment been undertaken?

No*

PREVIOUS RELEVANT COUNCIL OR EXECUTIVE DECISIONS
[including Local Committees]
No previous relevant decisions.
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CONSIDERATION BY OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
Not considered by Overview and Scrutiny.
BACKGROUND PAPERS
No background papers
RESPONSIBLE CABINET MEMBER
Cllr Keith Little
REPORT AUTHOR
Steph Davis-Johnston
Traffic Management Team Leader – West
steph.davis-johnston@cumbria.gov.uk
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APPENDIX 1
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APPENDIX 2
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APPENDIX 3
THE COUNTY OF CUMBRIA (VARIOUS ROADS, KESWICK AND
SURROUNDING AREA) (CONSOLIDATION AND PROVISION OF TRAFFIC
REGULATIONS)
ORDER 20><
STATEMENT OF REASONS

Following a review of the structural capability of bridges and structures in
Copeland, Cumbria County Council propose to make the above Order, for the
following reasons specified in Section 1(1) Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984,
namely to :Proposal 1 – U2925 Hazel Bank Bridge, Hazel Bank, near Rosthwaite.

To

implement a 13t weight restriction to protect the weak bridge known as Hazel Bank
Bridge.
-

(a) for avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the road or any
other road or for preventing the likelihood of any such danger arising, or

-

(b) for preventing damage to the road or to any building on or near the
road.

Proposal 2 – U2224 Chapel Bridge, Little Town.

To implement a 10t weight

restriction to protect the weak bridge known as Chapel Bridge.
-

(a) for avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the road or any
other road or for preventing the likelihood of any such danger arising, or

-

(b) for preventing damage to the road or to any building on or near the
road.
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ALLERDALE HIGHWAYS WORKING GROUP
Meeting date:
From:

9th December 2020

Executive Director – Economy & Infrastructure

STRUCTURAL WEIGHT LIMIT: PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO
NORTH ALLERDALE TRAFFIC REGULATION ORDER
1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide Members of the Highways Working
Group (“the Working Group”) with the background and detail of a further
proposed change to the North Allerdale Traffic Regulation Order, as a result
of a structural assessment of Blennerhasset Bridge.

1.2

Members may recall that a previous report on other changes to the Order
was considered by the Working Group and agreed by Allerdale Local Area
Committee on 9 November 2020.

1.3

This report seeks a further recommendation to the Local Committee that the
reduction in the weight limit on Blennerhasset Bridge, be included in the
statutory consultation and advertisement of the Order.

1.4

A plan showing the proposed change is attached as Appendix 1.

1.5

A copy of the Council’s Statement of Reasons for proposing to introduce the
change, is attached as Appendix 2.

2.0

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

2.1

The proposed traffic restrictions are designed to protect weak bridges and
prevent heavy vehicles from areas unsuitable for their size and weight, whilst
also providing a safe and effective transport network.

2.2

The restrictions which are proposed comply with Cumbria County Council’s
forward plan of creating a safe and secure community, whilst providing a
high-quality environment for all.

2.3

There are no Equality implications at this stage.
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3.0

RECOMMENDATION

3.1

That the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree that
the reduction in the existing 26 tonnes maximum gross vehicle weight
restriction to an 18 tonnes maximum gross vehicle weight restriction
on Blennerhasset Bridge, as shown on the plan attached as Appendix
1, be included in the statutory consultation and advertisement of the
consolidation and variation of The County of Cumbria (Various Roads,
North Allerdale) (Consolidation and Provision of Traffic Regulations)
Order 2016 and its variations (“the Order”), which was previously
considered by the Working Group on 9 November 2020.

3.2

That the Working Group recommend that Local Committee agree that,
subject to there being no unresolved objections received at the end of
the statutory consultation and advertisement of the additional changes
referred to in paragraph 3.1 above, that the changes be brought into
operation, as part of the Order, as advertised having taken into
consideration the matters contained in Section 122(2) of the Road
Traffic Regulation Act 1984 which are more specifically referred to in
paragraph 7.2 of this Report.

4.0

BACKGROUND

4.1

The Bridges & Structures team have recently undertaken a structural
assessment of Blennerhasset Bridge to determine its load carrying capacity.

4.2

One bridge in the North Allerdale area has been identified and requires a
Traffic Regulation Order to put in place a structural weight limit to protect the
asset and prevent heavy vehicles from areas unsuitable for their size and
weight. Details of the proposed location and restriction is as follows:

4.2.1 Proposal 1 – U2077 Blennerhasset Bridge. To replace the existing 26
tonnes maximum gross vehicle weight restriction with an 18 tonnes
maximum gross vehicle weight restriction to protect the weak bridge known
as Blennerhasset Bridge. A plan showing this proposal is attached as
Appendix 1.
An alternative route for vehicles exceeding 18 tonnes is available via the
U2081, A595, B5299, A596 and U2077.
4.3

Members of Allerdale Local Area Committee agreed to progress a number of
proposals to statutory consultation and advertisement at their meeting on 9th
November 2020. To prevent complicating matters, it would be prudent to
include this proposal within the same statutory consultation and
advertisement as those proposals agreed at the 9th November 2020
meeting.

4.4

A copy of the Statement of Reasons is attached as Appendix 2.
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5.0

OPTIONS

5.1

Members may recommend that Local
recommendations at paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2.

Committee

agree

the

5.2

Members may recommend that Local Committee
recommendations at paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2 IN PART.

agree

the

5.3

Members may recommend that Local Committee agree that the proposals
are not progressed to statutory consultation and advertisement.

6.0

RESOURCE AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS

6.1

Costs arising from these works would be met from an allocation in the
Bridges and Structures Additional Works budget, should Members agree to
the recommendation in section 3 of this report.

7.0

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

7.1

The County Council, as Traffic Authority, must take into consideration the
matters contained in section 122(2) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984
(“the 1984 Act”) detailed below, in considering whether it is expedient to
agree to the implementation of the Order detailed in this Report for the
reasons specified at sections 1(a) and (b) of the 1984 Act, as set out further
in the attached Statement of Reasons which is attached as Appendix 2,
namely: -

7.2

(a)

For avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the roads
or any other roads or for preventing the likelihood of any such
danger arising, or

(b)

for preventing damage to the road or to any building on or near
the road.

Under Section 122(2), the matters which must be taken into account in
exercising that duty are: -
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(a)
The desirability of securing and maintaining reasonable access to
premises;
(b)

The effect on amenities of an area;

(c)
The national air quality strategy prepared under section 80 of the
Environment Act 1995;
(d)
The importance of facilitating the passage of public service vehicles
and of securing the safety and convenience of persons using or desiring to
use such vehicles; and
(e)

Any other matters appearing to the authority to be relevant.

7.3 Local Committees may, pursuant to Part 2D, paragraph 5.1.2 g) of the
Constitution, approve the making of traffic regulation orders in accordance
with powers under Parts I, II and IV of the Road Traffic Regulation act 1984,
except for the making of Traffic Regulation Orders which involve the
introduction for on-street residents permits, which are delegated to the
Executive Director – Economy and Infrastructure subject to a decision of the
appropriate member body to introduce such charges. (KB – 27.11.2020)
8.0

CONCLUSION

8.1

That Members of the Highways Working Group agree the recommendations
at paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2 to protect the structural assets on the local
network.

Angela Jones
Executive Director – Economy and Infrastructure
9th December 2020
APPENDICES
Appendix 1 - Location Plan detailing proposal for U2077 Blennerhasset Bridge
Appendix 2 – Statement of Reasons
Electoral Division(s):

Bothel and Wharrels

Executive Decision

Yes

Key Decision

No*

If a Key Decision, is the proposal published in the current Forward Plan?

N/A*

Is the decision exempt from call-in on grounds of urgency?

No*
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If exempt from call-in, has the agreement of the Chair of the relevant
Overview and Scrutiny Committee been sought or obtained?

N/A*

Has this matter been considered by Overview and Scrutiny?
If so, give details below.

No*

Has an environmental or sustainability impact assessment been
undertaken?

No*

Has an equality impact assessment been undertaken?

No*

PREVIOUS RELEVANT COUNCIL OR EXECUTIVE DECISIONS
[including Local Committees]
Meeting of Allerdale Local Area Committee on 9th November 2020;
Allerdale Highways Working Group Report.
CONSIDERATION BY OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
Not considered by Overview and Scrutiny.
BACKGROUND PAPERS
No background papers
RESPONSIBLE CABINET MEMBER
Cllr Keith Little
REPORT AUTHOR
Steph Davis-Johnston
Traffic Management Team Leader – West
steph.davis-johnston@cumbria.gov.uk
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APPENDIX 1
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APPENDIX 2
THE COUNTY OF CUMBRIA (VARIOUS ROADS, NORTH ALLERDALE)
(CONSOLIDATION AND PROVISION OF TRAFFIC REGULATIONS)
ORDER 2020
STATEMENT OF REASONS

Following a review of the structural capability of bridges and structures in
Copeland, Cumbria County Council propose to make the above Order, for the
following reasons specified in Section 1(1) Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984,
namely to :Proposal 1 – U2077 Blennerhasset Bridge. To implement a 18t weight restriction to
protect the weak bridge known as Blennerhasset Bridge.
-

(a) for avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the road or any
other road or for preventing the likelihood of any such danger arising, or

-

(b) for preventing damage to the road or to any building on or near the
road.
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Agenda Item 8
COUNTY COUNCIL LOCAL COMMITTEE FOR
ALLERDALE
Meeting date:
From:

5 January 2021

Executive Director – Corporate, Customer and
Community Services

AREA MANAGER UPDATE
1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

This report replaces the following reports that are usually presented to
local committee:
 Area Planning
 Investment in Children and Young People
 Investment in our Communities

1.2

The purpose of this report is to bring Members up to date with the
activity across Allerdale and any recent developments.

1.3

Area planning activity continues in the form of key projects. The
resources of the team have however been utilised in the ongoing
response to Covid-19 and the recovery activity; much of this by its very
nature is reactive.

2.0

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

2.1

The Allerdale Local Committee has both executive and non-executive
duties as set out in the County Council’s constitution.

2.2

Allerdale local committee is committed to the following priorities:


Supporting people to access training, apprenticeships and
employment



Encouraging people to live well



Supporting our communities to thrive



Supporting and influencing the recovery from Covid-19 both as
individuals, in the role of community leaders and as a committee.
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2.3

The work of the local committee contributes to the achievement of the
Council Plan 2018-2022 vision which is to be


2.4

A Council that works with residents, businesses and
communities and other organisations to deliver the best services
possible within the available resources.

The outcomes of this vision are:




People in Cumbria are healthy and safe
Places in Cumbria are well-connected and thriving
The economy in Cumbria is growing and benefits everyone

2.5

There are no negative equality implications arising out of the
recommendations of this report.

3.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

Members note the contents of the report.

3.2

Members agree that an amount of £20,000 is allocated from the 11-19
Universal Provision Fund for Cumbria Youth Alliance.

3.3

Members agree to de-commit £15,000 previously allocated to funding
apprenticeships from the 0-19 Fund, due to funding for the identified
posts being available elsewhere.

3.4

Members agree to an amount of up to £15,000 is allocated from the 0-19
Fund to purchase IT equipment for school age children where Covid-19
is continuing to impact on their ability to fully engage in learning if they
need to self-isolate.

4.0

BACKGROUND
BUDGETS

4.1

Budgets were allocated to Allerdale Local Committee at full Council on 13
February 2020. Appendix 1 shows commitments and expenditure against
those budgets as at 31 December 2020.

4.2

This report sets out the details of grant applications received that exceed
£5,000 for approval by local committee.

4.3

There is one request for approval from the 11-19 Universal Provision fund.
and one request from the 0-19 fund as set out below.

4.4

There is a request to commit money to the purchase of laptops for children
of school age who are at risk of missing out on education when self-isolating
without appropriate IT. At the time of writing this report, it was uncertain if
this would be required and to what extent. The Area Manager will update
Members at the meeting.
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Project 1 – £20,000
11-19 Universal Provision fund
4.5

Cumbria Youth Alliance (CYA) are applying as a partnership for funding
towards the continuation of the Friday Night Youth Projects across Allerdale.
CYA will be the lead on funding bids, undertake quality checks, provide staff
training and support and undertake reports to funders which allows the small
groups within the partnership to focus on direct youth work with the young
people and to cut down on the administrative burden placed on the smaller
groups. Along with the Universal Youth sessions, monitored and audited
targeted youth work will also be carried out on Friday Nights across the
partnership and will contribute to the following priorities:








4.6

The Friday Night Projects currently funded in Allerdale are:









4.7

Emotional resilience - Young People will be supported and provided
with training to improve their emotional resilience through delivery of a
range of peer led and adult led workshops aimed at giving young
people the skills and confidence to be able to cope better with
problems and issues as they arise
Safeguarding - Young People will increase their knowledge about
safeguarding issues and not put themselves in risk taking situations
either on-line or in person - this will reduce the number of young
people currently at risk from Child Sexual; Exploitation and being
targeted by County Lines
Confidence and communication - Young people will have access to a
range of informal educational programmes to encourage them to raise
their aspirations , stay engaged in education and make a successful
transition from the world of school to the world of work- this will reduce
the number of young people in Allerdale who end up not in education,
employment or training
Social action - Young People will learn more about social action
through undertaking projects that work in the wider community addressing intergenerational concerns and raising the profile of the
contribution that young people can make to their community.

NADT delivering in Silloth
Wigton Youth Station
Aspatria Dreamscheme
King’s Church, Cockermouth
Settlement, Maryport
South Workington Youth Partnership, Moorclose
Youth Café, Moorclose
Soundwave, Workington

The total cost of the projects in Allerdale is £54,000. Funding is sourced from
a variety of funders and the group is applying for £20,000 from the 11-19
Universal Provision fund.
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4.8

This application meets the following grant giving key themes for children and
young people:




Youth employment
Improving accessibility to opportunity
Mental Wellbeing

COVID WINTER GRANTS
4.9

An announcement was made by the Government on 8th December 2020,
regarding a package of COVID winter support that includes the COVID
Winter Grants Scheme targeting children and families and vulnerable adults.

4.10

Under the scheme administered through the DWP, upper tier local
authorities are being funded to establish programmes to deliver support
between the beginning of December 2020 and 31 March 2021. The
programmes are to cover:






At least 80% on food and household energy/utilities, and up to 20%
on other essential items including hygiene products, boiler repairs and
white goods;
At least 80% of the grant to be spent on households where at least
one person is aged below 19 by 31 March 2021, and up to 20% for
vulnerable adults (eligibility to be determined by the local authority);
There are no further eligibility criteria or mean-testing requirements,
and local authorities have flexibility on what proportion of support
goes to food or energy/utilities.

4.11

Cumbria County Council has been allocated £1,496,417.79.

4.12

The Leader, Deputy Leader and relevant cabinet Members were briefed
about the scheme and provided comments on the approach below:
 Address Free School Meals (FSMs) over the Christmas period;
 Ensure support is flexible enough to include families that need
support, not just recipients of FSM;
 Ensure the delivery mechanism gets the money spent and reaches
those who need it;
 Utilise existing community infrastructure especially around food – but
not to duplicate support where it is already available;
 Work with DWP on targeting people entering universal credit, and
CAB and utilities companies to look at options for utilities payments.

4.13

It has been agreed that £197k will be allocated to establish a scheme that
allows for the award of grants by Area Managers of up to £5,000 in relation
to their geographical area and in consultation with the Chair and Vice Chair
of the relevant local committee. The funding will be allocated to the
Community Services budget, and apportionments for each area will be
based on their population. This will provide the Council with an approach to
allocate funding to community groups/third sector organisations who are
working with those most in need due to Covid-19 and meet the criteria,
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objectives and principles of the funding. Any proposal to award a grant in
excess of £5,000, or to award more than £5,000 to one organisation will
require the approval of the Executive Director - Corporate, Customer and
Community Services.
4.14

Grant recipients will be expected to have spent the grant within timescales
required by the COVID Winter Grants scheme. The Area Manager is also
working with partners through the Allerdale Community Resilience Group to
identify schemes that will ensure that those most in need will benefit.
The table below sets out the allocations by area:

Area
Allerdale
Barrow
Carlisle
Copeland
Eden
South Lakeland
Cumbria

Population
97,800
67,000
108,700
68,200
53,300
105,100
500,100

Population
Split
19.56%
13.40%
21.74%
13.64%
10.66%
21.02%
100.00%

Allocation area
£
38,525
26,393
42,819
26,865
20,996
41,401
197,000

AREA PLANNING
WORKINGTON
4.15

Town Deal Fund - The outcome of the submission is awaited.

4.16

Workington Hall Steering Group has been established by Allerdale
Borough Council to provide strategic direction and community engagement
for all policy and activity in relation to Workington Hall and its parklands. The
local CCC Member has been invited onto the group but due to a vacancy,
Councillor Barry has joined the group. He will be supported by the Area
Manager.
WIGTON

4.17

Borderlands – A consultant has now been recruited to undertake work to
support five of the Place projects across Cumbria and a visit to Wigton has
been completed with members of the Community Services Team. The
consultants are compiling a list of key stakeholders to engage with in
January and this work is being supported by the Community Development
Officer.
ASPATRIA

4.18

Work has progressed on this project and the Capital Programmes Team are
working with stakeholders to identify requirements in a Family Centre. This
will inform the feasibility study.
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FLIMBY
4.19

In October 2020, Cumbria County Council submitted a business case for
£1million (plus £0.5million risk) to the Environment Agency to deliver design
and build of flood defence works at Flimby. Works are planned to better
protect 50 properties in the community. Engagement with key community
representatives, the local flood action group and local landowners has taken
place over October and November 2020 with business case funding agreed
in early December 2020. The Council will now publish a tender to procure a
contractor to complete design and investigation works leading to
construction. The public will be communicated with early in 2021 as the
project moves forward.

ACTIVITIES WITHIN ALLERDALE AND THE ISSUES FACING PEOPLE
WHO LIVE HERE
ASPATRIA
4.20

Library Service – the library re-opened for one day per week from 9
December 2020, every Wednesday from 9.30 – 12.00, 1.00 – 5.00.
COCKERMOUTH

4.21

Library Service – the Community Services Manager has worked with
Cockermouth Town Council to facilitate the re-opening of the library for six
half days per week from 4 December 2020, on restricted hours, MondaySaturday, 10.00 - 1.00 except Wednesday which is 2.00 – 5.00.
KESWICK

4.22

Library – the library in Keswick has continued to open on restricted hours
(9.30 - 12.00 and 1.00 - 5.00 on Monday and Wednesday) since 23
November 2020. The average daily footfall at this branch is an average of
four customers per day.
MARYPORT

4.23

Talk and Tidy event was held in December local organisations & elected
members attended and engaged with the community. The aim is for all
agencies to be visual in the community, tackle loneliness, improve
signposting and reporting, develop a cleaner, greener Allerdale and build
relationships that have been impacted by Covid-19.

4.24

Community Alcohol Project (CAP) - A Community Alcohol Partnership (CAP)
has been set up to tackle underage drinking. A co-ordinator has now been
appointed and young people are being referred into the project to start both
virtually and in fixed spaces in the new year.
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4.25

Library – the library in Maryport has continued to stay open on restricted
hours (9.30-5 on Monday and Thursday) since 22 October 2020. The
average daily footfall figures are 10 customers per day.
SILLOTH

4.26

Library - It has not been possible to re-open the library at Silloth due to
repairs that are needed to the building. Library staff are working with the
building owners to resolve this.

4.27

Allerdale Borough Council have commenced engagement activity in Silloth
starting with partner stakeholders with regard to the future use of the Solway
Discovery Centre. The County Council, as tenants within the building, have
responded. The local Member was involved.
WIGTON

4.28

Library – the library in Wigton has continued to open on restricted hours
(9.30 – 1.00 and 2.00 – 5.00 on Tuesday and Friday) since 23 October
2020. The average daily footfall at this branch is 22 customers per day.

4.29

The registration service in Wigton has not yet reverted to customer facing
transactions.

WORKINGTON
4.30

St Michaels – As part of the community connection project, Halloween
packs were provided to the pupils of St Michael's school to enable them to
make posters and display on their house windows. Small prizes were issued
to the pupils afterwards for their efforts. Card has been provided for the
pupils to make Christmas cards for the 15 residents of Richmond Park
Residential Care Home and these will be delivered for the residents. Prizes
were awarded from Castle & Coasts Housing for the best cards.

4.31

Community Payback teams have been engaged to assist with the clear up of
an area along Bolton St and are available for other similar schemes.

4.32

It has been confirmed that a community placement from the diploma and
degree course in policing is available in the new year. This will provide a
further resource by way of a community attachment from each 10 week
programme. One full day from each cohort each week for approximately 26
weeks. 1 or 2 will be deployed to work in St Michael's ward and they will do a
project working alongside the community.

4.33

Moorclose – The Youth Offending Team are working with partners to offer
young people work experience and feedback on this so far has been
positive.

4.34

A Talk and Tidy event was held in October which was really well attended by
local organisations and the community. The aim is for all agencies to be
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visual in the community, tackle loneliness, improve signposting to services
and reporting, develop a cleaner, greener Allerdale and build relationships
that have been impacted by Covid-19.
4.35

Library Service - Workington Library is now open Monday to Friday on
reduced hours to allow midday cleaning, 9.00 -1.00 and 2.00 - 5.00. Café
West initially opened for a take away service on 21 October, but ceased this
during the second lockdown. They have since re-opened from 2 December
and started to offer a sit-in service from that date. Footfall in Workington
Library is averaging 50 customers per day.

4.36

The work to refurbish the new Children’s area in Workington Library has
progressed with furniture and fittings installed. A date for opening this facility
has not yet been set as further works are required.

4.37

During December, a full refurbishment of the lift took place which in the
current environment, caused less disruption.

4.38

Loose Ends, a group to support those with a visual impairment will relaunch
their support group from Workington Library later this month. The library staff
have worked well with this group to facilitate this safely.

4.39

The Community Learning and Skills Team have restarted face to face
classes in Workington Library in addition online provision.

4.40

Library Service - Moorclose Library It has not been possible to re-open
the library at Moorclose due to repairs that are needed to the building.
Customers who would ordinarily use Moorclose Library are using the Main
Library in Workington.

4.41

Library Service – Seaton Library has re-opened for one day per week from
8 December 2020, every Tuesday from 9.30 – 12.00, 1.00 – 5.00. The
Breastfeeding and Peer Support group (BAPs) are planning to restart their
face to face sessions.
ALLERDALE WIDE

4.42

Care Homes have been provided with tablets from Workington (Integrated
Care Communities) ICC to enable better interaction between the residents /
staff and GP surgeries and health teams. These have also been utilised by
residents to keep in touch with family.

4.43

Flu and Covid-19 vaccinations – There has been close working with the
GPs to ensure that flu vaccination sessions are delivered in community
settings as well as in GP surgeries to alleviate the need to travel. These
have proved popular with local residents. Members of some of the
community resilience groups have assisted at the events with helping to
ensure social distancing and signposting. Planning is underway now for
similar sessions for the Covid-19 vaccinations.
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4.44

Suicide Safer Communities - As part of this work, some self-harm first aid
kits are starting to be delivered to schools and other venues to assist with
relevant information and signposting for pupils, teachers and parents.

4.45

The Allerdale Local Focus Hub now has a Child Centred Policing team
which is a concept to look at how the police and partners deal with children
with the aims to deliver more positive outcomes for them. The programme
intends to support the most at-risk / vulnerable children in Cumbria. The
team ensures that the children are identified as early as possible.
The main priorities are:

Recognise all children as children.

Adopt a trauma informed approach.

Look to deliver engagement and relationships.

Specific priority for children in care and leaving care.

4.46

Any child under 18 that are listed as vulnerable can be referred to the team.
They also have thematic areas of responsibility including a Missing Exploited
Trafficked Co-ordinator (METCO) and a Youth Offending Service (YOS)
portfolio to provide oversight and consistency both internally and across the
partnership. They will collaborate with a range of partnerships including
Youth Justice, Children’s Safeguarding, Community Safety and Missing and
Child Exploitation (MACE). Child Centred Policing Teams have an emphasis
on preventing the unnecessary criminalisation of children.

4.47

Through the Hub, partners have access to the CEASE project that Remedi
will be delivering. CEASE stands for creating empowerment and selfefficacy. The programme was developed to make people aware of potential
trigger points of domestic abuse. They will also show people where they can
go for information / support, help build confidence so that they can get out of
an abusive relationship and to help run their lives in a more proactive way.
Referrals can be made from any agency and people can also self-refer.

4.48

Young People’s Resources – the service has continued to gift books and
resources into community settings from Booktrust and the Reading Agency.
The early years team are launching a Christmas gifting initiative
collaboratively with the Community Development officers using these
resources. The Community Services Manager has also worked with The
Councils Children’s Rights Officer and has received the feedback below:








4.49

The books you provided from the book trust were a massive hit with
our foster carers. Thank you!
What beautiful books and a lovely surprise
They loved reading the books and have become a night time favourite
We absolutely love the books
Thank you for the wonderful books
The books are lovely, thank you.
What a lovely surprise.

Winter Reading Challenge (WRC) in Libraries – The WRC for 2020 is
similar to the Summer Reading Challenge in digital format. This is a county
wide initiative and runs between 1 December 2020 through to 15 January
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2021. Like the Summer Scheme, this encourages children to maintain their
reading levels over the Christmas period.
4.50

The Library Service across Allerdale is working with the Fire and Rescue
Service to promote fire safety messages using library social media outlets,
complemented by window space in library building to display posters.

4.51

Food Support Groups. Through the community response to Covid,
additional groups have set up providing food support to those in need. These
groups are looking to continue after response and the DEFRA funding has
helped with this. The Community Development Officers have provided
support and advice to these groups with a view to them becoming
sustainable in the longer term. The new groups are based in Aspatria,
Flimby, Maryport, Silloth and Wigton and complement the provision that was
available prior to March 2020.

4.52

The Community Development Officers co-ordinated a Christmas Food
Provision project which included care leavers, families, vulnerable adults
who are elderly, disabled and also the homeless. This project was funded by
Cumbria Community Foundation, DEFRA and Allerdale Local Committee
and the Allerdale food support groups have worked collectively to draw down
this funding. 440 referrals were received for the family sized Christmas food
parcels and these were from schools, social workers, food support groups
and Family Action following engagement with the Community Development
Officers. Care leavers were provided with vouchers and those who were on
their own on Christmas day also received a meal for one. Homeless people
who were in temporary accommodation received a Christmas lunch along
with a treat bag and the elderly and vulnerable in the Workington area
received a meal for one from Workington Rotary Club who received funding
for this from Cumbria Community Foundation.

4.53

The Community Development Team worked with Morrisons bulk purchase
team and Pioneer to procure the food for the family Christmas food parcels.
Workington Rotary Clubs, Rotary Club of Cockermouth, Workington
Community Emergency Response Group and Workington Inner Wheel
recruited volunteers to assist with the packing and delivery of the Christmas
food parcels.

CONSULTATIONS AND ENGAGEMENTS
A595/Greyhound Inn/Torpenhow Junction, Bothel - Public Consultation
4.54

A two week public consultation is due to start on 13 January until 27 January
2021. The consultation is to gather views on the further design for the
proposed improvement to the Greyhound Inn/Torpenhow Junction on the
A595 at Bothel. The public consultation will be publicised to stakeholders
and the public with opportunities to feedback online or by post.
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4.55

The proposed improvement to the Greyhound Inn/Torpenhow Junction is
part of a wider scheme to improve 5kms of the A595 from Cock Bridge to
Bothel (A595 Bothel Strategic Improvement) which has been consulted upon
previously. The proposed improvements Greyhound Inn/Torpenhow Junction
received a positive response from the public and has such its delivery has
been brought forward in advance of the wider scheme (the delivery funding
for which is still to be agreed).

4.56

Further public consultation on the wider scheme will be undertaken in Spring
2021.
Covid-19 Recovery Strategy Consultation

4.57

There are many negative impacts that mean our residents and communities
will need to be supported through job losses, loneliness, delays in treatment
for physical health conditions, and an increase in mental health conditions.

4.58

Many of these issues are already being addressed on a day-to-day basis,
and Cumbria’s Strategic Recovery Coordination Group has been developing
a long-term recovery strategy. This strategy will be based on Cumbria’s
existing Public Health Strategy which has 5 themes: People, Participation,
Prosperity, Place and Planet. A public consultation on this recovery strategy
across Cumbria will start in January.

5.0

OPTIONS

5.1

In respect of recommendations 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, members have the option
to:


Agree the recommendations



Not agree the recommendations



Defer the decisions and request additional information.

6.0

RESOURCE AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS

6.1

. Discretionary budgets are reporting £234,191 actual and committed
expenditure against a budget of £402,319 leaving unallocated resource of
£168,128.

6.2

.Non Discretionary budgets are reporting £183,427 actual and committed
spend against a budget of £183,427 leaving no unallocated resource

6.3

If the recommendations in section three of this report are approved the
discretionary budget unallocated resource will decrease by £20,000 from
£168,128 to 148,128.
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7.0

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

7.1

It is a function of Local Committees under Part 2 D, 5.1.2 (d) of the
Constitution, to approve applications for grants from the Local Committee's
budgets for amounts exceeding £ 5,000 in line with the policy and to (e)
Review and evaluate grants awarded from the Local Committee's budget.
Members can therefore approve the recommendations should they choose
to do so.
SD 18 12 20

8.0

CONCLUSION

8.1

This report sets out progress against some ongoing projects but also the
activities that have taken place in collaboration with the district, town and
parish councils and the third sector in its widest sense. The team have
worked continually with all partners, particularly to ensure that the most
vulnerable in our communities received the much needed help.

Dawn Roberts
Executive Director – Corporate, Customer and Community Services
December

Please ensure that every part of this section where there is an asterisk* is completed in
accordance with the instructions before sending the report to Democratic Services, following
which please delete this sentence.

APPENDICES
Appendix 1 – Budget Statement 20/21
Electoral Division(s):

All

Executive Decision

Yes*

Key Decision

No*

If a Key Decision, is the proposal published in the current Forward Plan?
Is the decision exempt from call-in on grounds of urgency?

N/A*
No*

If exempt from call-in, has the agreement of the Chair of the relevant
Overview and Scrutiny Committee been sought or obtained?
Has this matter been considered by Overview and Scrutiny?
If so, give details below.
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N/A*

No*

Has an environmental or sustainability impact assessment been
undertaken?

N/A*

Has an equality impact assessment been undertaken?

N/A*

N.B.

If an executive decision is made, then a decision cannot be implemented until the
expiry of the eighth working day after the date of the meeting – unless the decision is
urgent and exempt from call-in and necessary approvals have been obtained.

PREVIOUS RELEVANT COUNCIL OR EXECUTIVE DECISIONS
[including Local Committees]
No previous relevant decisions.
CONSIDERATION BY OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
Not considered by Overview and Scrutiny.
BACKGROUND PAPERS
No background papers
REPORT AUTHOR
Contact: Lizzy Shaw, 07825 103575, lizzy.shaw@cumbria.gov.uk
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Appendix A
ALLERDALE LOCAL COMMITTEE 2020/21
SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENT: As of 31 December 2020

Discretionary budgets total allocation
Allocated by Local Committee 2020/21:
General Provision
Divisional Community Projects
Youth Projects
Divisional Youth Projects
Universal Youth (11-19)
School Crossing Patrol
Local Revenue Schemes

Appendix Budget Sector

Allocation
77,701
0
79,319
0
32,908
38,154
0
228,082
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2020/21
Original
Budget

Balance
B/Fwd

Virement
In

Virement
Out

Revised
Budget

Other
Contribs

2020/21
Spending
Limit

Committed
Expenditure

Actual
Expenditure
to Date

Expenditure
and
Commitments

£

£

£

£

£

£

£

£

£

£

Unallocated
Resources
or
Variance
£

Revenue Budgets:
Discretionary Budgets:
General Provision
Divisional Community Projects
Youth Projects
Divisional Youth Projects
Universal Youth (11-19)
School Crossing Patrol

77,701
0
79,319
0
32,908
38,154

83,030
1,889
33,484
1,000
8,400
33,646

12,168
0
620
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

172,899
1,889
113,423
1,000
41,308
71,800

0
0
0
0
0
0

172,899
1,889
113,423
1,000
41,308
71,800

108,057
1,889
44,900
655
0
0

23,222
0
34,895
345
8,400
11,828

131,279
1,889
79,795
1,000
8,400
11,828

41,620
0
33,628
0
32,908
59,972

228,082

161,449

12,788

0

402,319

0

402,319

155,501

78,690

234,191

168,128

116,857
66,570

0
0

0
0

0
0

116,857
66,570

0
0

116,857
66,570

116,857
66,570

0
0

116,857
66,570

0
0

183,427

0

0

0

183,427

0

183,427

183,427

0

183,427

0

REVENUE TOTAL

411,509

161,449

12,788

0

585,746

0

585,746

338,928

78,690

417,618

168,128

LOCAL COMMITTEE TOTAL

411,509

161,449

12,788

0

585,746

0

585,746

338,928

78,690

417,618

168,128

Other Revenue Budgets:
Neighbourhood Development Team
Money Advice Contract - CAB
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COUNTY COUNCIL LOCAL COMMITTEE FOR ALLERDALE
Outstanding Actions Progress List
Date/Minute/Topic

Description and update

Responsible
Person

March 2020
Minute No 94 – Allerdale
HWG Reports

It was agreed that SusTrans North be invited to provide an annual update.

Dem
Services/Lizzy
Shaw/Amber
Sykes
Dem
Services/Lizzy
Shaw

Minute No 99 – Investment
in Children and Young
People

It was agreed that representatives from Carnegie Theatre be invited to
provide an update on their project when completed.

Date Due
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